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California Bowman Hunter Events 
May 21  Riverside Archers Raccoon Shoot 3D unmarked@Dusk 20 targets  
May 21 Mojave Archers Half Ass Novelty 
May 22 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 

May 22 Pasadena Roving Archers 14th Annual Oak Tree marked yardage 3D 
May28&29 CBH/SAA 2011 Broadhead Championship 
June CBH/SAA Field Championships  Various locations    
June 5 Mojave Pirate Shoot Novelty  
June 11 Riverside Archers Raccoon Shoot 3D unmarked @ Dusk 20 targets 
June 12 Bowhunters Unlimited Hunt Tune-Up unmarked 3D 2 arrows 
June 19 San Diego Archers King Arthur Marked yardage 2 arrows 
June  26 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 
June 26 Oranco Bowmen Firecracker 42 unmarked 3D 1 arrow  
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Your CVA Officers 
President Richard Carpenter (805) 433-2952 

Vice President Clark Pentico (805) 630 1749 

Secretary John Downey (805) 527-4894 

Treasurer Dan Dix (805) 376-3568 

Range Captains Stan Grigelis 
Keith Murphy 

(805) 520-7748 
(805) 558-9312 

Editor Clark Pentico (805) 630 1749 

CVA Answering Service  (805) 530-1339 

Board Members John Brix 
Dave Dragan 
Kurt Hoberg 
Laura Loya 
Chuck Thurber 
Stan Grigelis 

(805) 523-2428 
(805) 218-5912 
(805) 552-9934 
(805) 306-9761 
(805) 497-4587 
(805) 520-7748 

For a complete listing of events or more details about an event see your CBH  
on the web at www.socalarchery.net and www.cbhsaa.net 
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Beware of Rattle Snakes 

As the warmer weather comes out so do the rattle snakes.  Be aware of  rattle snakes. 

Adopt a Target 

We are still looking for a few folks to adopt the last few targets.  When you adopt a 
target you are taking ownership of the upkeep around the target, which primarily means 
pulling weeds and cutting any overgrowth that would block a shooter.  If you are inter-
ested in adopting a target please look on page 8 for those lonely targets  and contact 
Keith Murphy about adopting a target. 

Guest Fee 

Please remember that all guests of club members that shoot the range must pay a guest 
fee, this is especially important for the permanent 3D range.  We are happy that the 3D 
range is getting a lot of use, but we want to make sure that we can keep it going.  If you 
would like to donate to keep the permanent 3D range going please see one of the offic-
ers or board members. 

Fees: ��������������	
�����������������������	
����������� 

Range Beatification days 

Are the first Saturday of even months.  June 4th is the next day.  Please come out and 
help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 

3D Range 

Due to the CBH Broadhead Championship and Memorial Day weekend, there will not 
be an organized 3D shoot in the back canyon.  Please feel free to shoot the course any 
time this month, but remember to pay $1 at Archery Sports to help defray some of the 
costs of the targets.. 
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From the Prez. 
 
 
 
 

To all CVA members: 
  
Happy Mothers Day to all the moms in the club.  We 
had a great turn out at the Traditional tournament.  We had 102 shooters and 
lots of fun.  I would like to thank everyone who came out to help set up and 
tear down for this tournament. Thank you for your support, the club cannot 
keep going without your help. 
  
The growing season is in full swing now and while we have the range under 
control we cannot let up.  If you have adopted a target please check on it at 
least once a week to make sure that the lanes is clear for shooting.  If you 
notice the bales seem to be torn up let Keith or Stan know so we can sched-
ule them to be replaced. 
 
Have fun and see you at them monthly shoot this weekend. 
 
Richard Carpenter 
Conejo Valley Archers 
Club President 

USA Archery Community Coach 

From the Editor 
To All, 
 
This will be the first month that we attempt to send the Quiver out electroni-
cally. 
 
We will also post it on the web site.  We have yet to test it, but hopefully it 
will not be too difficult.  If you do download it from the web site, you will 
have color photos from the Traditional Challenge Tournament. 
 
Hopefully you will receive this via e-mail before you see the “Snail Mail” 
version. 
 
Clark Pentico 
CVA Editor 
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CVA JOAD 

News 

Hi all, 
 
No news on testing this month as 40-50 mile-an-hour gusts of wind put 
an end to that.  Allyssa Glaser was contemplating her next pin but tip-
ping the scales at about 50 pounds she realized stability was not an op-
tion.   
  
We are going to be replacing all the bales of hay (targets) on our JOAD 
range very shortly.  This will be a fairly large project that might take a 
few weeks to accomplish.  If you have any spare time during the week 
(after work most likely) or on the weekends and would like to help it 
would greatly be appreciated.  What will happen is the bales will be or-
dered and delivered to our facility.  Step 1 will be to compress the bales 
to make them more dense so that arrows will have a more difficult time 
penetrating them, hence, making them last a lot longer.  Step 2 once the 
bales have been compressed they will need to be arranged and mounted 
in strings (lines) and secured as you are used to seeing them at pre-
sent.  We will also be doing some weed abatement as well.  More info is 
readily available from any of the coaches. 
  
On another note:  spoke to Chef Mike and he's already planning the 5th 
Annual JOAD BBQ for July 2nd.  The date is tentative but we'll keep 
you in the loop as time goes on.  I'm already starting to drool.  Well, 
that's about it for now...see you out there Saturday. 
 
Coach Mike   
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Pacific Coast Traditional   

Challenge 3D Tournament 
We had over 100 archers attend our two day Pacific Coast Traditional Chal-
lenge 3D Tournament this year.  The weather was quite nice and everyone had 
a good time.  If you shot the tournament you know what I'm talking about (and 
if you didn't … what were you thinking?).  A special thanks to Bob Bombardier 
and all who helped to make the tournament so nice. 

Division Name Place Score

Adult Male Recurve Steve Rasmussen 1st 350

Tyler Studley 2nd 339

Garry Magness 3rd 338

Adult Male Long Bow Maury Feitas 1st 368

Frank Diemel 2nd 350

Chris Beeckman 3rd 340

Adult Male Self Bow Jeff Mitchell 1st 266

Salvadore Ochoa 2nd 245

Senior Adult Male Recurve Bill Hendersen 1st 380

Curtis Hermann 2nd 361

John Brix 3rd 298

Senior Adult Male Long Bow Larry Akin 1st 371

Lorrin Heleloa 2nd 352

Glen Simmons 3rd 331

Senior Adult Male Self Bow Tom Garcia 1st 256

Winthrop Staples 2nd 181

Adult Female Recurve Kellie Harrison 1st 308

Lisa Champigny 2nd 164

Claire Winters 3rd 91

Adult Female Long Bow Cathy Grgas 1st 263

Barbara Villars 2nd 228

Aimee Dozois 3rd 210

Adult Female Self Bow Caitlin Hazelquist 1st 203

Male Cub Recurve Brendan Cregan 1st 284

Wesley Richter 2nd 251

Jed Arico 3rd 188

Male Cub Long Bow Andrew Lisak 1st 285

Female Cub Recurve Madison Estes 1st 200

Male Youth Recurve Samuel Laminen 1st 237

Paul Stow 2nd 116

Connor Richter 3rd 89
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Conejo’s own Dynamic Duo (Barbara and Brent Richter) created a 
seismic shock wave (you could see that coming couldn’t you) on the 
course this month and brought in the top two handicapped scores of 
584, and 572 respectively.  A couple of more scores like that and there 
will be some real competition for the Club Trophy this year.  Clark 
Pentico had to settle for third (552) this time in spite of shooting the 
top scratch score of 519.   
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NAME HSCORE SCRATCH DIVISION STYLE

Barbara Richter 584 377 A FSL

Brent Richter 572 429 A FS

Clark Pentico 552 519 A FS

Steve Price 545 455 GA BHFS

Chuck Thurber 532 331 GA FS

Wesley Richter 523 243 C FSL

John Brix 517 231 GA TRAD

Garry Magness 511 292 A TRAD

Curtis Hermann 496 278 GA TRAD

Keith Murphy 471 195 A LB

Connor Richter 105 105 Y FSL

Golden Ager (Best 3 Handicapped Scores) 

Chuck has a 17-point lead over Steve Price for the trophy. 

NAME AVG STYLE

Chuck Thurber 494.3 FS

Steve Price 477.7 BHFS

Curtis Hermann 433.7 TRAD
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Club Trophy (Best Five Handicapped Scores) 

Clark is back again at the top this month for the special Club Trophy.  
Keith is in second and Barbara Richter is third (for now).  Barbara has 
two of the highest handicapped scores currently.  It is just possible for 
her to take home this trophy come October.  So, will one of the 
‘Brutes’ prevail or will Barbara roll in to take the bragging rights?  
������
���������������	��������������������	���� 

NAME AVG STYLE

Clark Pentico 544.8 FS

Keith Murphy 534.4 BHFS

Barbara Richter 434.6 FSL

Perpetual Trophy (Best 10 Scratch Scores) 

Clark is once again at the top this month for the trophy.  Will his wife get 
to dust this trophy off again for the year, or will someone else take the 
honors? 
 

NAME TOTAL STYLE AVG

Clark Pentico 3029 FS 504.8

Keith Murphy 2541 BHFS 508.2

Brent Richter 1577 FS 394.3

Barbara Richter 1506 FSL 301.2

Steve Price 1343 BHFS 447.7
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Adopt a Target Sign Up Sheet 



Newsletter Deadlines 
Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by the 3rd Friday of each month. 

Classified adds are free for club members. 

Send to:  Clark Pentico  
290 Granite St 
Simi Valley, Ca. 93065 
(805) 630 1749 
E-mail me at Pentico@aol.com  
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Shooting Styles 
 

 

 
 

 

Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 

 

Styles are as follows: 

Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and styles of 
equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable sights, scopes, long stabi-
lizers, etc. 
Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except that mechanical 
releases are not allowed. 
Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. String walking 
(or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 
Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more than 5 pins that 
cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabilizer limited to 12” max. Me-
chanical releases are permitted. 
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Freestyle Unlimited 
above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. Fingers may be protected by 
gloved or finger tabs. 
Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabilizer limited to 
12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walking is not allowed. 
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 
Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 

Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, Single anchor 
point only. 
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Calendar of  Events 
California Bowman Hunter Events 

June  25 and 26 CVA Monthly 3D Shoot 
June  26 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 
June 26 Oranco Bowmen Firecracker 42 unmarked 3D 1 arrow  
July 9 Riverside Archers Raccoon Shoot 3D unmarked @ Dusk 20 targets  
July 17 Mojave Archers No-See-Um 3D unmarked 
July 23 and 26 CVA Monthly 3D Shoot 
July 24 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 
July 31  Riverside Archers William Tell unmarked 3D 25 targets 2 arrows 
July 31  San Diego Archers Sir Gordon's Traditional shoot 
Aug13   Mojave Archers State Capital Novelty 
Aug 27 and 28 CVA Monthly 3D Shoot 
Aug 28 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 
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Your CVA Officers 
President Richard Carpenter (805) 433-2952 

Vice President Clark Pentico (805) 630 1749 

Secretary John Downey (805) 527-4894 

Treasurer Dan Dix (805) 376-3568 

Range Captains Stan Grigelis 
Keith Murphy 

(805) 520-7748 
(805) 558-9312 

Editor Clark Pentico (805) 630 1749 

CVA Answering Service  (805) 530-1339 

Board Members John Brix 
Dave Dragan 
Kurt Hoberg 
Laura Loya 
Chuck Thurber 
Stan Grigelis 

(805) 523-2428 
(805) 218-5912 
(805) 552-9934 
(805) 306-9761 
(805) 497-4587 
(805) 520-7748 

For a complete listing of events or more details about an event see your CBH  
on the web at www.socalarchery.net and www.cbhsaa.net 
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FYI 

Beware of Rattle Snakes 
As the warmer weather comes out so do the rattle snakes.  Be aware of  rattle snakes. 

Adopt a Target 
We are still looking for a few folks to adopt the last few targets.  When you adopt a 
target you are taking ownership of the upkeep around the target, which primarily means 
pulling weeds and cutting any overgrowth that would block a shooter.  If you are inter-
ested in adopting a target please look on page 8 for those lonely targets  and contact 
Keith Murphy about adopting a target. 

CVA Elections Coming Up 
There are only a few more months left in our calendar year and we will need new offi-
cers.  If you are interested in a position on let me know.  President, VP, Secretary and  
Board member seats will be coming vacant.  If you see want to have an active part in 
changing the organization this is your opportunity.  The time commitment is only one 
meeting a month.  It is a great way to get plugged into what is really happening with the 
club and allows you to voice your opinions about how you thing the club should change. 

Range Beatification days 
Are the first Saturday of even months.  August 6th is the next day.  Please come out and 
help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 

3D Shoot 
CVA is having the monthly 3D shoot on June 25th and 26th.  Don wants everyone 
there at 7:00 a.m. with all your hunting gear. It is time to find out if you have problems 
while shooting with a full pack or if your new high tech camo clothes will be hitting 
your string when you shoot.  You need to figure these things out before you are in front 
of  Buckzilla. 
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From the Prez. 
 
 
 
 
To all CVA members: 
  
I want to thank everyone who came out to help on the last beautifica-
tion day.  For those of you that were not there you missed out on some 
good polish dog and chips.  We will be servering up hot dogs again at 
the next beautification day.  If you want to bring some additional 
items to add to lunch. 
  
We will be looking for folks to help with replacing the bales on the 
JOAD range.  We will need help with removing the old bales.  Plant-
ing posts in concrete to hold up the bales and putting the bales back 
up. 
  
We will send out emails before we start to remind everyone. 
 
The Prez 
Richard Carpenter 
Conejo Valley Archers 
Club President 

From the Editor 
To All, 
 
Last month we sent out the Quiver electronically and posted it to the web 
site.  This is in addition to the snail mail version.  Let me know how you like 
it.  My e-mail is pentico@aol.com. 
 
It was a little more difficult than we had expected, but it always takes longer 
the first time.  Over the next couple months we are  planning to reformat the 
Quiver so that it will be a little more friendly to electronic formats, so expect 
some changes to the look and feel of this publication. 
 
Clark Pentico 
CVA Editor 
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CVA JOAD 
News 

Hi all, 
 
We had one brave shooter this month...Meade Ridgley.  He got his Bow-
man pin with points to spare.  It was a clear and picture-perfect day for 
shooting.  Good job Meade!  Next week JOAD will be closed for the 
tournament in Long Beach.  I'm sure many will earn their pins there as 
well.   
 
If anyone who is interested  in continuing their coaching certifications 
please let me know and I can hook you up with Van Webster and he can 
take you to the next level. 
  
On another note:  Haven't heard any changes for the 5th Annual JOAD 
BBQ scheduled for July 2nd so I guess all is a go.  Chef Mike keeps me 
in the loop as to the menu and I'm giving you the inside scoop, you don't 
want to miss this one!   
  
No news yet on when the JOAD facility is going to be changing out the 
bales and having our annual work party to clean up the range, but we'll 
keep you informed.  That's about it for now.  See you out there Saturday. 
 
 
Coach Mike   
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Well … Clark is back again at the top this month with a 554 score (524 
scratch – nice shooting!).  He was followed by Mike “Senior Statesman” 
Keena (who picked up his first handicap this month) with a 543.  Brent 
Richter (541, 412) and Chuck Thurber (513, 341) finish off the top four.  
Missing from the top was Keith Murphy who decided to take some pointers 
from Garry Magness in the use of the Long Bow.  Garry came in on top with 
a 253 to Keith’s 234 (wonder what Garry charged Keith for the education?). 

May Club Shoot  
From the office of the 
Tournament Chairman, 
John B. Downey 

NAME HSCORE SSCORE DIV STYLE

Clark Pentico 554 524 A FS

Mike Keena 543 449 A FS

Brent Richter 541 412 A FS

Chuck Thurber 513 341 GA FS

John Brix 493 221 GA TRAD

Barbara Richter 483 313 A FSL

Wesley Richter 477 215 C FSL

Norman Rice 452 452 A BHFSL

Jim Niehoff 296 296 A BHFS

Garry Magness 253 253 A LB

Keith Murphy 234 234 A LB

Connor Richter 70 70 Y BB
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Club Trophy (Best Five Handicapped Scores) 
Clark is still the favorite (for now) to win the Club Championship Trophy 
(Belt Buckle) with a 554.4 average.  Keith is right behind with a 534.4, and 
the Richter Seismic Duo (Brent 480.6, Barbara 478.4) are in 3rd and 4th.  
Coming is for 5th was Chuck Thurber, who don’t forget, snuck in one year at 
the very end to win it all.  Still plenty of time before this one gets decided. 

Perpetual Trophy (Best 10 Scratch Scores) 
Looks like Clark is going home again with this trophy come October.  Right 
now he is 483 points up on Keith due to Keith’s two longbow scores. 

Golden Ager (Best 3 Handicapped Scores) 
Chuck Thurber is at the top right now for this trophy with a 530 average.  
John Brix is right behind with a 503, and Steve Price is in third with a 477.0 
 

NAME TOTAL STYLE AVG

Clark Pentico 3553 FS 507.6

Keith Murphy 2970 BHFS 424.3

Brent Richter 1989 FS 397.8

Barbara Richter 1819 FSL 303.2

Chuck Thurber 1675 FS 335

NAME AVG STYLE

Chuck Thurber 530 FS

John Brix 503 TRAD

Steve Price 477.7t BHFS

NAME AVG STYLE

Clark Pentico 554.4 FS

Keith Murphy 534.4 BHFS

Brent Richter 480.6 FS 

Barbara Richter 478.4 FSL

Chuck Thurber 445.8 FS
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Archery, Romance and Elite Culture in 
England and Wales, c.1780-1840 
MARTIN JOHNES, St Martin's Col/ege, Lancaster 
In May 1792, members of the upper class met on Blackheath common to 
take part in the fourth meeting of the archery societies of England.  Dressed 
in green, the archers marched to their shooting positions to the sound of a 
beating drum and afterwards retired with the ladies to dine in their socie-
ties' marquees.  A large crowd watched the glamorous spectacle of their 
social betters at play. Archery was the latest fashion for the social elite, for 
whom it combined sociability and status in a romantic atmosphere that 
boasted picturesque and medieval overtones. As one contemporary writer 
noted, 'English Archery, once the terror of foreign enemies, [was] now 
changed into a pleasing, elegant and healthful amusement.' 

In the middle of the eighteenth century archery had been little more than a 
scattered and peripheral pastime.  The 'reviver of archery' was Sir Ashton 
Lever, an antiquarian and collector famous for his aviary and museum.  In 
1777, Lever was involved in the formation of the Middleton Archers, and 
then, in 1781, he formed the Toxophilite Society, which combined shooting 
with considerable drinking and eating. The first entry in its accounts was 
£21 17s for brandy, rum, wine and gin, and a brass corkscrew. 

The mix of sport and conviviality appealed to an aristocracy that had con-
siderable time and money on its hands.  Nonetheless, it took royal patron-
age to turn the novelty of archery into 'the prevailing amusement' and to 
ensure that the membership of the Toxophilites and 'several other societies, 
formed a brilliant assemblage of the nobility and gentry of the land'.  In 
1787, George, Prince of Wales, ever attracted by the unusual and the glam-
orous, agreed to become patron of the Toxophilites.  In 1784, the society 
had had just 24 members; by 1791 the now Royal Toxophilites had a mem-
bership of 168.   

The prize shoots themselves were as festive and ceremonial as they were 
competitive. The Royal British Bowmen toured around the country houses 
of its members, complete with its own marquee and servants.  Members 
'marched two and two to the shooting ground, the music playing a new 
march composed for the occasion, and colours flying. On their arrival at the 
ground, a royal salute of 21 guns was fired.'  Many societies sounded bu-
gles when an arrow struck the target's gold centre and presented prizes to 
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the champions that included laurel leaves, medievalesque titles and silver 
bugles, arrows and medals. 

Prize shoots were followed by dinners and balls, and often poetry and sing-
ing too. The wealthiest societies built their own lodges to host the celebra-
tions, while the smaller societies utilized marquees or local taverns.  Such 
spectacles naturally drew crowds of onlookers when held in public places.  
Given the haphazard talents of the archers, and perhaps the alcohol con-
sumed, this was not always safe. At a 1791 meeting of the Kendal Archers, 
which attracted a large and encroaching crowd, a tanner and two tailors 
were hit by arrows. 

The elite (both titled and untitled) of Britain was narrowly constructed and 
closely related by bonds of marriage and blood.  It is not surprising then 
that the Royal British Bowmen (founded in 1787) had its origins in the 
marriage of Sir Richard Brooke, fifth baronet of Norton Priory, Cheshire, 
and Mary, the daughter of Sir Robert Cunliffe of Acton Park, Denbigh-
shire.  Sir Richard erected archery butts to entertain his male and female 
guests, one of whom recalled: 'when we returned home we were so de-
lighted with the amusement that we immediately communicated with our 
neighbours and proposed the establishment of an Archery Society, to be 
confined to the families in the neighbourhood of Wrexham.’ 

Archery's role as a 'link in the chain of society' was furthered by the in-
volvement of women. The Royal British Bowmen was the first archery 
society to admit females. The ladies were originally to be guests of the so-
ciety but they indicated their desire to be full members and were granted 
their wish, with the society retaining its title having decided that 'bowmen' 
could be taken in a 'comprehensive' sense as applicable to both sexes. The 
women still had to go through the normal balloting system but were given 
voting rights and excused all costs except the fines for not wearing the uni-
form, possibly a reflection of the belief that women had no independent 
financial means of their own. 

In common with the urban fashion for male clubs, other archery societies, 
particularly those that met in taverns, were not quite so progressive to-
wards their female guests and relatives. Women's roles were limited to 
shooting at the invitation of their male counterparts or traditional symbolic 
positions such as the Lady Patroness who would present the winning 
archer with his prize. 

(Part I.  To be continued in a future edition of the Quiver) 
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Adopt a Target Sign Up Sheet 

Target # Distance Adoptor(s)
1 30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter Mike Broder

2 20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter Mike Broder

3 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter Mike Broder

4 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up hunter Norman Rice

5 25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter Charles Thurber

6 55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter Keith Murphy

7 45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter Keith Murphy

8 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Don Smith

9 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Grace Getzen

10 40 yrd field 40 yrd. hunter Steve Price 

11 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Bryan & Ashley Tanger

12 35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Carlos Parada

13 45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Andrew Harding

14 50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

15 20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter Clark Pentico 

16 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up hunter Stan Grigeles

17 55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

18 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter Laura Loya

19 25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter  

20 45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter Jim Niehoff

21 30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter Jim Niehoff

22 50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter Robert Luttrell

23 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Craig Nelson 

24 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Mike Krasowski

25 35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Gary Magness

26 45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter

27 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Charles Thurber

28 40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter Richter Family

20-40 yrd practice butts

20 yrd. practice butts by running pig



 

Newsletter Deadlines 
Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by the 3rd Friday of each month. 

Classified adds are free for club members. 

Send to:  Clark Pentico  
290 Granite St 
Simi Valley, Ca. 93065 
(805) 630 1749 
E-mail me at Pentico@aol.com  
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Shooting Styles 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 
 
Styles are as follows: 
Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and styles of 
equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable sights, scopes, long stabi-
lizers, etc. 
Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except that mechanical 
releases are not allowed. 
Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. String walking 
(or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 
Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more than 5 pins that 
cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabilizer limited to 12” max. Me-
chanical releases are permitted. 
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Freestyle Unlimited 
above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. Fingers may be protected by 
gloved or finger tabs. 
Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabilizer limited to 
12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walking is not allowed. 
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 
Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, Single anchor 
point only. 
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Calendar of  Events 
California Bowman Hunter Events 

July 23 and 24 CVA Monthly 3D Shoot 
July 24 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 
July 31  Riverside Archers William Tell unmarked 3D 25 targets 2 arrows 
July 31  San Diego Archers Sir Gordon's Traditional shoot 
Aug13   Mojave Archers State Capital Novelty 
Aug 27 and 28 CVA Monthly 3D Shoot 
Aug 28 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 
Sept 11 Mojave archers Harvest unmarked 3D 
Sept 17 Boshunters Unlimited Wounded Warrior unmarked 3D 2 arrows 
Sept 18 Riverside Archers Antelope/Deer Shoot 3D unmarked 42 targets 

2 

Your CVA Officers 
President Richard Carpenter (805) 433-2952 

Vice President Clark Pentico (805) 630 1749 

Secretary John Downey (805) 527-4894 

Treasurer Dan Dix (805) 376-3568 

Range Captains Stan Grigelis 
Keith Murphy 

(805) 520-7748 
(805) 558-9312 

Editor Clark Pentico (805) 630 1749 

CVA Answering Service  (805) 530-1339 

Board Members John Brix 
Dave Dragan 
Kurt Hoberg 
Laura Loya 
Chuck Thurber 
Stan Grigelis 

(805) 523-2428 
(805) 218-5912 
(805) 552-9934 
(805) 306-9761 
(805) 497-4587 
(805) 520-7748 

For a complete listing of events or more details about an event see your CBH  
on the web at www.socalarchery.net and www.cbhsaa.net 
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FYI 

CBH/SAA Free Outreach Program 

OUTREACH will introduce archers to CBH/SAA. The program is free 
and we encourage you to make this information available to club mem-
bers and fellow archers. 

Sign up dates for OUTREACH are July through September 2011. 
To be eligible you need an email address and are not currently a member 
of CBH/SAA. 
Participants will receive an email link to the Newsletter plus tournaments 
and shoots that offer a discount. 
To become a participant in OUTREACH send an email to 
mpsevertson@frontiernet.net with your name, email and address request-
ing to be a participant in OUTREACH. 

CVA Elections Coming Up 
There are only a few more months left in our calendar year and we will need new offic-
ers.  If you are interested in a position on let me know.  President, VP, Secretary and  3 
Board of Directors seats will be coming vacant.  If you see want to have an active part 
in changing the organization this is your opportunity.  The time commitment is only 
one meeting a month.  It is a great way to get plugged into what is really happening 
with the club and allows you to voice your opinions about how you thing the club 
should change. 

Range Beatification days 
Are the first Saturday of even months.  August 6th is the next day.  Please come out and 
help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 

3D Shoot 
CVA is having the monthly 3D shoot on July 23rd and 24th.  Don wants to beat the 
heat and start at 6:30 a.m.  It is time to sharpen those shooting skills and be ready for 
your moment of truth.  Hunting season is almost upon us.. 
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From the Prez. 
 
 
 
 
To all CVA members: 

 

Hello everyone I would like to thank the 8 individuals that came out an helped with 
the cleanup party.  We really appreciate you time and effort you put into helping. 

But, we are not done there is still a lot of cleanup that needs to be done.  I want to 
make it is very clear we are in non-compliance with the county and we only have until 
the end of the month to get back into compliance.  This is very important as some of 
you know we are in negotiations with the county to renew our lease.  If we do not get 
back into compliance we risk losing our lease. 

We still need your help with cleaning up around the bin's; We have to have the brush 
cleared back 100 feet from the bins; the archry lanes need to be worked on; the roof 
of the snack shack and animal bins need repairs;  dead weeds need to be picked up in 
the parking lot and around stage. 

There are currently 80+ active members we should be able to get more than the same 
6-8 people showing up to work parties. 

If you can help please contact myself @ 805-433-2952 or Keith Muphy @ 805-558-
9312 or show up Saturday to help. 

 
Richard Carpenter 
President, Conejo Valley Archers  
USA Archery Community Coach 

From the Editor 
To All, 

We are moving into the 90s.  We are making a transition of delivering the Quiver 
from snail mail to e-mail.  If you want to save the club some money (and keep the 
dues down), about $1.00 per issue.  Send an e-mail to myself or Dan Dix telling us “e-
mail only” and we will stop filling your mail box with the Quiver in the mail.  This 
will help us test our system before we make the big switch. 

Starting next year (November) the default delivery method will be via e-mail and you 
will have to check a box when you sign up next year to continue to receive it in elec-
tronic format.  

Clark Pentico 
CVA Editor 
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CVA JOAD 
News 

Hi all, 
Well we had, for the first time, zero shooters testing this month. This was 
partially due to the fact half our staff were absent and the other half were 
committed to teaching Basic Instructor classes. The other factor involved 
was that we were jammed with new shooters! It was a crowd we had not 
anticipated. At any rate, we will get back on track with testing this month 
(July 30th). 
 
As you probably already know, we did not have our BBQ as planned. 
Chef Mike was unable to put on the 5th Annual JOAD BBQ as he was 
detained by a severe case of poison oak. Seems he was out procuring our 
main entre (hunting for pig) and his friend got stuck in a ravine and 
needed a helping hand out. Mike went to the rescue but found himself up 
to his ears in poison oak, which by the way he is allergic to. He wound 
up in the hospital for a couple of days but thankfully he recovered and 
was back last week shooting bugs with Trevor and the boys. By the way, 
Mike did get the pig before jumping down into the ravine! So, we'll keep 
you posted as to when the next BBQ will be happening. 
 
We are getting closer to replacing all the bales at JOAD range. Prepara-
tions are still being made and as soon as we have some dates and times 
we'll let you know. This will probably be a "word of mouth" type com-
munication as announcements in the newsletter only happen once a 
month. That's about it for now...hope to see you out there Saturday. 
 
Coach Mike   
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Brent Richter jumped to the top this month with a 557 (455 scratch).  
He was followed by Steve Price with a 551 (472 scratch) and then by 
Clark (548) and Keith (547).  Clark also had the top scratch score this 
month of 515.  Blevins finished out the top five with a nice 544.  

June Club Shoot  
From the office of the 
Tournament Chairman, 
John B. Downey 

NAME HSCORE SCRATCH DIVISION STYLE 

Brent Richter 557.00 455.00 A FS 

Steve Price 551.00 472.00 GA BHFS 

Clark Pentico 548.00 515.00 A FS 

Keith Murphy 547.00 509.00 A BHFS 

George Blevins 544.00 497.00 A BHFS 

John Brix 510.00 248.00 GA TRAD 

Barbara Richter 489.00 307.00 A FSL 

Carlos Parada 462.00 462.00 A BHFS 

Norman Rice 459.00 459.00 GA BHFSL 

Connor Richter 113.00 113.00 Y FS 
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Club Trophy (Best Five Handicapped Scores) 
Clark is still at the top in the race for the coveted club championship, 
though he has some competition from Keith and the Richter Dynamic 
Duo. 

Perpetual Trophy (Best 10 Scratch Scores) 
Looks like Clark has a lock on the Perpetual Trophy again this year. 

Golden Ager (Best 3 Handicapped Scores) 
Chuck is back at the top again this month in the race for the Golden 
Ager Trophy.  Oldsters Steve Price and John Brix are right behind. 

NAME HSCORE 
AVG 

STYLE 

Clark Pentico 558.60 FS 

Keith Murphy 544.60 BHFS 

Brent Richter 520.60 FS 

Barbara Richter 508.60 FSL 

John Brix 447.20 TRAD 

NAME TOTAL STYLE AVERAGE 

Clark Pentico 4068 FS 508.50 

Keith Murphy 3050 BHFS 508.30 

Brent Richter 2444 FS 407.30 

Barbara Richter 2126 FSL 303.70 

Steve Price 1815 BHFS 453.80 

NAME HSCORE 
AVG 

STYLE 

Chuck Thurber 530.00 FS 

Steve Price 517.70 BHFS 

John Brix 508.70 TRAD 
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Shooting Styles 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 
 
Styles are as follows: 
Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and styles of 
equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable sights, scopes, long stabi-
lizers, etc. 
Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except that mechanical 
releases are not allowed. 
Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. String walking 
(or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 
Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more than 5 pins that 
cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabilizer limited to 12” max. Me-
chanical releases are permitted. 
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Freestyle Unlimited 
above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. Fingers may be protected by 
gloved or finger tabs. 
Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabilizer limited to 
12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walking is not allowed. 
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 
Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, Single anchor 
point only. 



 
9 
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Adopt a Target Sign Up Sheet 

Target # Distance Adoptor(s)
1 30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter Mike Broder

2 20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter Mike Broder

3 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter Mike Broder

4 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up hunter Norman Rice

5 25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter Charles Thurber

6 55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter Keith Murphy

7 45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter Keith Murphy

8 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Don Smith

9 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Grace Getzen

10 40 yrd field 40 yrd. hunter Steve Price 

11 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Bryan & Ashley Tanger

12 35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Carlos Parada

13 45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Andrew Harding

14 50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

15 20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter Clark Pentico 

16 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up hunter Stan Grigeles

17 55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

18 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter Laura Loya

19 25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter  

20 45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter Jim Niehoff

21 30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter Jim Niehoff

22 50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter Robert Luttrell

23 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Craig Nelson 

24 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Mike Krasowski

25 35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Gary Magness

26 45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Paul Lisak

27 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Charles Thurber

28 40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter Richter Family

20-40 yrd practice butts

20 yrd. practice butts by running pig



 

Newsletter Deadlines 
Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by the 3rd Friday of each month. 

Classified adds are free for club members. 

Send to:  Clark Pentico  
290 Granite St 
Simi Valley, Ca. 93065 
(805) 630 1749 
E-mail me at Pentico@aol.com  
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Shooting Styles 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 
 
Styles are as follows: 
Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and styles of 
equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable sights, scopes, long stabi-
lizers, etc. 
Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except that mechanical 
releases are not allowed. 
Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. String walking 
(or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 
Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more than 5 pins that 
cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabilizer limited to 12” max. Me-
chanical releases are permitted. 
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Freestyle Unlimited 
above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. Fingers may be protected by 
gloved or finger tabs. 
Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabilizer limited to 
12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walking is not allowed. 
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 
Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, Single anchor 
point only. 
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California Bowman Hunter Events 
Aug 27 and 28 CVA Monthly 3D Shoot 
Aug 28 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 
Sept 11 Mojave archers Harvest unmarked 3D 
Sept 17 Boshunters Unlimited Wounded Warrior unmarked 3D 2 arrows 
Sept 18 Riverside Archers Antelope/Deer Shoot 3D unmarked 42 targets 
Sept 24 and 25 CVA Monthly 3D Shoot 
Sept 25 CVA Monthly Club Shoot 
Oct. 2 Riverside Archers Muley Crazy 3D unmarked 42 targets 
Oct. 9 Oranco Bowmen Tomahawk 2 arrow 42 marked targets 
Oct. 15 Mojave Archers Boos-Eye Novelty 
Oct. 16 Conejo Valley Archers 30 marked yardage 3-D 
Oct. 23 Pasadena Roving Archers 3rd annual Traditional Tournament 28 targets 

Your CVA Officers 
President Richard Carpenter (805) 433-2952 

Vice President Clark Pentico (805) 630 1749 

Secretary John Downey (805) 527-4894 

Treasurer Dan Dix (805) 376-3568 

Range Captains Stan Grigelis 
Keith Murphy 

(805) 520-7748 
(805) 558-9312 

Editor Robert Luttrell (805) 490–8601 

CVA Answering Service  (805) 530-1339 

Board Members John Brix 
Dave Dragan 
Kurt Hoberg 
Laura Loya 
Chuck Thurber 
Stan Grigelis 

(805) 523-2428 
(805) 218-5912 
(805) 552-9934 
(805) 306-9761 
(805) 497-4587 
(805) 520-7748 

For a complete listing of events or more details about an event see your CBH  
on the web at www.socalarchery.net and www.cbhsaa.net 



 

3D Range Rules 

1. NO Broad Heads are to be shot at 3D range targets.  
2. ONE ARROW ONLY to be shot PER TARGET. 
3. DO NOT take cross canyon shots. Safety first!! 
4. If you don’t have a clear shooting lane, clear the lane before shooting. 
5.  The cost is $1.00 per round for members to help offset the cost of target re-
pair/replacement.  Please pay at Archery Sports.  Non-members pay $5. 
6. If you see a problem with any of the targets call Don @ (805) 577-0335 
7. If you are interested in helping maintain the 3D range call Don @ (805) 577-
0335 

CVA Elections Coming Up 
CVA is accepting final nominations for new club officers.   President, VP, Sec-
retary and  3 Board of Directors seats will be coming vacant.  If you want to 
have an active part in changing the organization this is your opportunity.  The 
time commitment is only one meeting a month.  It is a great way to get plugged 
into what is really happening with the club and allows you to voice your opin-
ions about your ideas on improving the club.  If you are interested in a position 
please call Clark @ 805 630 1749 and let him know which position you are 
interested in.  

Range Beatification days 
Are the first Saturday of even months.  October 1th is the next day.  Please 
come out and help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 

3D Shoot 
CVA is having the monthly 3D shoot on September 24th and 25th.  Don wants 
to beat the heat and start at 6:30 a.m.  It is time to sharpen those shooting skills 
and be ready for your moment of truth.  Hunting season is almost upon us. 



 

From the Prez. 
 
 
 
 
To all CVA members: 

 
Hello I want to thank everyone who came out to help with replacing 

the bales at JOAD and clean up the area. I also want to thank the people 
who showed up to help on the August beautification day. We will be 
replacing the remaining JOAD and field practice bales and setting posts 
September 4th. We can use help the Saturday before loading the old 
bales into the trash bin that did not fit in the last clean up. Sunday we 
will tear down the 5 meter targets and all the practice targets. We will 
then set posts for the 5 meters and 50 yard practices target and put up 
the new bales. 
 
I would like to add a gentle reminder to those folks who have adopted a 
target to come out and make sure their target lane is clear of weeds. 
 
The "Fun in the Sun" tournament is coming up October 16th; also the 
year end banquet/fun shoot is coming up in October 23rd. This year we 
are going to do a BBQ. If you would like to bring a side dish please 
contact me.  We will also have a sign-up sheet at the next meeting and 
at JOAD.  
 
Elections ballots will be coming out in early September. Please return 
them with your votes for officers and board members as soon as possi-
ble. 
 
Remember we cannot keep the club going without your help and sup-
port. If you have suggestions for how to make the club better or get 
more participation in our club please let me or one of the board mem-
bers know. 

 
Richard Carpenter 
President, Conejo Valley Archers  
USA Archery Community Coach 



 

CVA JOAD 
News 

Hi all, 
We had eight shooters this month test for their next pins. Meade Ridgley got his 
Junior Archer pin but accumulated enough points to get the next pin as well! 
Good job M...keep up the good work. Doritina Pentico also shot quite well and 
received her Archer pin. We haven't seen her at JOAD lately but obviously 
she's been practicing. Mitchel Peace got his Yeoman pin with a gazillion extra 
points to spare and I guess younger brother Daniel couldn't contain himself any 
longer and joined in the party and got his Qualified Archer pin. Looks like we 
might have some rivalry going on??? Tyler Leitzel also got his Yeoman pin 
with almost enough points to get his Junior Archer pin! And we had a new 
member join us this week. Owen Roberts, a compound shooter, got his Quali-
fied Archer pin with points to spare as well. All in all it was a great turn-out 
which kept me hopping the whole afternoon. The other two youngsters who 
shot were Allyssa Glaser who just missed getting her pin. Allyssa hasn't been 
able to practice too much lately which seems to be the reason for not moving 
forward. And then there's Prilentka Pengal. She shot for her Olympian Bronze 
pin (280 points) and only shot a 270. Unfortunately it wasn't enough points for 
the pin but I'd like to shoot half as good as her.  
 
Saw Chef Mike out at the range and he's feeling much better. We're all glad he's 
back on his feet and harassing the younger shooters at shooting bugs again. He 
actually has a tournament going to challenge them and the proceeds are donated 
to the JOAD club. We're hoping to get the new bales for the range this week 
and get poles sunk in the ground and the bales mounted. By the time this article 
breaks the deed will have been done but it's worth mentioning anyway. Well, 
that's about it for this month. Hope to see you out there Saturday. 
 
Coach Mike   



 

We had a nice turnout this month with 16 archers making the rounds and 
handing in scorecards.  Both Clark and Keith shot over 500 scratch this 
month (519, 514 respectively).  When the scores were tallied and handicaps 
figured in, Keith jumped to the top with a 556.  Clark was right behind with 
a 552.  2011 club shoot scores are in this issue.  Please, check  the scores for 
any errors as the awards banquet is coming up. 

From the office of the 
Tournament Chairman, 
John B. Downey 

NAME HSCORE SCRATCH DIV STYLE 

Keith Murphy 556.00 514.00 A BHFS 

Clark Pentico 552.00 519.00 A FS 

Steve Price 543.00 466.00 GA BHFS 

Brent Richter 534.00 432.00 A FS 

Chuck Thurber 532.00 358.00 GA FS 

Garry Magness 531.00 284.00 A LB 

Curtis Hermann 520.00 302.00 GA TRAD 

John Brix 520.00 269.00 GA TRAD 

Barbara Richter 513.00 314.00 A FSL 

Norman Rice 468.00 468.00 GA BHFSL 

Wesley Richter 456.00 178.00 C FSL 

Jim Niehoff 376.00 376.00 A BHFS 

Carlos Parada 241.00 241.00 A BHFS 

Robert Luttrell 127.00 127.00 A TRAD 

Doritina Pentico 114.00 114.00 Y FSL 

Connor Richter 103.00 103.00 Y FS 



 

Club Trophy (Best Five Handicapped Scores) 
Clark is still at the top in the race for the Club Trophy.  Keith is right behind by 8 
points.  The Richter Dynamic Duo are right behind them.  ‘Oldster’ John Brix round-
ed up the top five, showing it can be done the old fashioned way, without training 
wheels. 

Perpetual Trophy (Best 10 Scratch Scores) 
Looks like Clark has a lock on the Perpetual Trophy again this year. 

Golden Ager (Best 3 Handicapped Scores) 
Steve Price is at the top this month for the Trophy, followed by Chuck Thur-
ber and John Brix.   

NAME AVG STYLE 

Clark Pentico 559.40 FS 

Keith Murphy 551.60 BHFS 

Brent Richter 540.60 FS 

Barbara Richter 528.00 FSL 

John Brix 507.80 TRAD 

NAME AVG STYLE 

Steve Price 546.30 BHFS 

Chuck Thurber 536.30 FS 

John Brix 515.70 TRAD 

NAME TOTAL STYLE AVG 

Clark Pentico 4587 FS 509.70 

Keith Murphy 3564 BHFS 509.10 

Brent Richter 2876 FS 410.90 

Barbara Richter 2440 FSL 305.00 

Steve Price 2281 BHFS 456.20 



 

Name DateShot Division Scratchscore Style Handicap Handicap score Sex month

Aaron Brass 3/27/2011 A  455 BHFS 0 455 M Mar

Amanda Ramos 11/28/2010 Y  77 BH   0 77 F Nov

Amanda Ramos 6/26/2011 Y  30 BH   0 30 F Jun

Andrew Harding 11/28/2010 A  408 BHFS 0 408 M Nov

Andrew Harding 12/26/2010 A  431 BHFS 0 431 M Dec

Andrew Ramos 11/28/2010 Y  317 BHFS 0 317 M Nov

Andrew Ramos 1/23/2011 Y  327 BHFS 0 327 M Jan

Andrew Ramos 6/26/2011 Y  37 TRAD 0 37 M Jun

Barbara Richter 11/28/2010 A  264 FSL  0 264 F Nov

Barbara Richter 12/26/2010 A  338 FSL  0 338 F Dec

Barbara Richter 1/23/2011 A  174 FSL  242 416 F Jan

Barbara Richter 2/27/2011 A  353 FSL  218 571 F Feb

Barbara Richter 4/24/2011 A  377 FSL  207 584 F Apr

Barbara Richter 5/22/2011 A  313 FSL  170 483 F May

Barbara Richter 6/26/2011 A  307 FSL  182 489 F Jun

Barbara Richter 7/24/2011 A  314 FSL  199 513 F Jul

Bob Bombardier 11/28/2010 A  151 LB   0 151 M Nov

Bob Bombardier 2/27/2011 A  155 LB   322 477 M Feb

Bob Bombardier 5/22/2011 A  162 LB   323 485 M May

Bob Bombardier 6/26/2011 A  145 LB   325 470 M Jun

Bobby Blackburn 11/28/2010 Y  60 LB   0 60 M Nov

Bobby Blackburn 2/27/2011 Y  64 LB   402 466 M Feb

Brent Richter 11/28/2010 A  434 FS   0 434 M Nov

Brent Richter 12/26/2010 A  357 FS   0 357 M Dec

Brent Richter 1/23/2011 A  357 FS   142 499 M Jan

Brent Richter 4/24/2011 A  429 FS   143 572 M Apr

Brent Richter 5/22/2011 A  412 FS   129 541 M May

Brent Richter 6/26/2011 A  455 FS   102 557 M Jun

Brent Richter 7/24/2011 A  432 FS   102 534 M Jul

Buck Klein 12/26/2010 A  211 TRAD 0 211 M Dec



 

Name DateShot Division Scratchscore Style Handicap Handicapscore Sex month

Carlos Parada 11/28/2010 A  254 TRAD 0 254 M Nov

Carlos Parada 1/23/2011 A  247 TRAD 0 247 M Jan

Carlos Parada 2/27/2011 A  306 TRAD 233 539 M Feb

Carlos Parada 3/27/2011 A  221 TRAD 242 463 M Mar

Carlos Parada 6/26/2011 A  462 BHFS 0 462 M Jun

Carlos Parada 7/24/2011 A  241 BHFS 0 241 M Jul

Chuck Thurber 11/28/2010 GA 406 FS   0 406 M Nov

Chuck Thurber 1/23/2011 GA 233 FS   0 233 M Jan

Chuck Thurber 3/27/2011 GA 364 FS   181 545 M Mar

Chuck Thurber 4/24/2011 GA 331 FS   201 532 M Apr

Chuck Thurber 5/22/2011 GA 341 FS   172 513 M May

Chuck Thurber 7/24/2011 GA 358 FS   174 532 M Jul

Clark Pentico 11/28/2010 A  506 FS   0 506 M Nov

Clark Pentico 12/26/2010 A  494 FS   0 494 M Dec

Clark Pentico 1/23/2011 A  471 FS   56 527 M Jan

Clark Pentico 2/27/2011 A  514 FS   54 568 M Feb

Clark Pentico 3/27/2011 A  525 FS   46 571 M Mar

Clark Pentico 4/24/2011 A  519 FS   33 552 M Apr

Clark Pentico 5/22/2011 A  524 FS   30 554 M May

Clark Pentico 6/26/2011 A  515 FS   33 548 M Jun

Clark Pentico 7/24/2011 A  519 FS   33 552 M Jul

Connor Richter 11/28/2010 Y  141 FSL  0 141 M Nov

Connor Richter 4/24/2011 Y  105 FSL  0 105 M Apr

Connor Richter 5/22/2011 Y  70 BB   0 70 M May

Connor Richter 6/26/2011 Y  113 FS   0 113 M Jun

Connor Richter 7/24/2011 Y  103 FS   0 103 M Jul

Curtis Hermann 1/23/2011 GA 270 TRAD 0 270 M Jan

Curtis Hermann 2/27/2011 GA 302 TRAD 0 302 M Feb

Curtis Hermann 3/27/2011 GA 283 TRAD 220 503 M Mar

Curtis Hermann 4/24/2011 GA 278 TRAD 218 496 M Apr

Curtis Hermann 7/24/2011 GA 302 TRAD 218 520 M Jul



 

Name DateShot Division Scratchscore Style Handicap Handicapscore Sex month

Doritina Pentico 11/28/2010 Y  103 FSL  0 103 F Nov

Doritina Pentico 12/26/2010 Y  65 FSL  0 65 F Dec

Doritina Pentico 1/23/2011 Y  78 FSL  0 78 F Jan

Doritina Pentico 7/24/2011 Y  114 FSL  0 114 F Jul

Garry Magness 1/23/2011 A  216 LB   0 216 M Jan

Garry Magness 2/27/2011 A  297 TRAD 0 297 M Feb

Garry Magness 3/27/2011 A  271 TRAD 219 490 M Mar

Garry Magness 4/24/2011 A  292 TRAD 219 511 M Apr

Garry Magness 5/22/2011 A  253 LB   0 253 M May

Garry Magness 7/24/2011 A  284 LB   247 531 M Jul

George Blevins 11/28/2010 A  497 BHFS 0 497 M Nov

George Blevins 1/23/2011 A  509 BHFS 0 509 M Jan

George Blevins 6/26/2011 A  497 BHFS 47 544 M Jun

Jim Niehoff 5/22/2011 A  296 BHFS 0 296 M May

Jim Niehoff 7/24/2011 A  376 BHFS 0 376 M Jul

John Brix 11/28/2010 GA 217 TRAD 0 217 M Nov

John Brix 1/23/2011 GA 166 TRAD 0 166 M Jan

John Brix 3/27/2011 GA 209 TRAD 290 499 M Mar

John Brix 4/24/2011 GA 231 TRAD 286 517 M Apr

John Brix 5/22/2011 GA 221 TRAD 272 493 M May

John Brix 6/26/2011 GA 248 TRAD 262 510 M Jun

John Brix 7/24/2011 GA 269 TRAD 251 520 M Jul

Keith Murphy 11/28/2010 A  521 BHFS 0 521 M Nov

Keith Murphy 12/26/2010 A  496 BHFS 0 496 M Dec

Keith Murphy 1/23/2011 A  494 BHFS 46 540 M Jan

Keith Murphy 2/27/2011 A  528 BHFS 43 571 M Feb

Keith Murphy 3/27/2011 A  502 BHFS 42 544 M Mar

Keith Murphy 4/24/2011 A  195 LB   0 195 M Apr

Keith Murphy 5/22/2011 A  234 LB   0 234 M May

Keith Murphy 6/26/2011 A  509 BHFS 38 547 M Jun

Keith Murphy 7/24/2011 A  514 BHFS 42 556 M Jul



 

Name DateShot Division Scratchscore Style Handicap Handicapscore Sex month

Mike Keena 11/28/2010 A  427 FS   0 427 M Nov

Mike Keena 12/26/2010 A  452 FS   0 452 M Dec

Mike Keena 5/22/2011 A  449 FS   94 543 M May

Norman Rice 11/28/2010 A  412 BHFSL 0 412 M Nov

Norman Rice 1/23/2011 A  410 BHFS 0 410 M Jan

Norman Rice 2/27/2011 A  397 BHFS 0 397 M Feb

Norman Rice 5/22/2011 A  452 BHFSL 0 452 M May

Norman Rice 6/26/2011 GA 459 BHFSL 0 459 M Jun

Norman Rice 7/24/2011 GA 468 BHFSL 0 468 M Jul

Rob Ramos 11/28/2010 A  172 TRAD 0 172 M Nov

Rob Ramos 1/23/2011 A  131 TRAD 0 131 M Jan

Rob Ramos 2/27/2011 A  182 TRAD 319 501 M Feb

Rob Ramos 5/22/2011 A  208 TRAD 310 518 M May

Rob Ramos 6/26/2011 A  156 TRAD 302 458 M Jun

Robert Luttrell 7/24/2011 A  127 TRAD 0 127 M Jul

Steve Baumhover 1/23/2011 A  93 TRAD 0 93 M Jan

Steve Price 1/23/2011 GA 431 BHFS 0 431 M Jan

Steve Price 3/27/2011 GA 457 BHFS 0 457 M Mar

Steve Price 4/24/2011 GA 455 BHFS 90 545 M Apr

Steve Price 6/26/2011 GA 472 BHFS 79 551 M Jun

Steve Price 7/24/2011 GA 466 BHFS 77 543 M Jul

Steven Blackburn 11/28/2010 Y  33 LB   0 33 M Nov

Steven Blackburn 5/22/2011 Y  52 LB   417 469 M May

Wesley Richter 11/28/2010 C  121 FSL  0 121 M Nov

Wesley Richter 1/23/2011 C  151 FSL  0 151 M Jan

Wesley Richter 2/27/2011 C  238 FSL  312 550 M Feb

Wesley Richter 4/24/2011 C  243 FSL  280 523 M Apr

Wesley Richter 5/22/2011 C  215 FSL  262 477 M May

Wesley Richter 7/24/2011 C  178 FSL  278 456 M Jul



 

Shooting Styles 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 
 
Styles are as follows: 
Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and styles of 
equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable sights, scopes, long stabi-
lizers, etc. 
Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except that mechanical 
releases are not allowed. 
Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. String walking 
(or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 
Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more than 5 pins that 
cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabilizer limited to 12” max. Me-
chanical releases are permitted. 
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Freestyle Unlimited 
above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. Fingers may be protected by 
gloved or finger tabs. 
Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabilizer limited to 
12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walking is not allowed. 
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 
Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, Single anchor 
point only. 



 



 

Target # Distance Adoptor(s)
1 30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter Mike Broder

2 20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter Mike Broder

3 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter Mike Broder

4 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up hunter Norman Rice

5 25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter Charles Thurber

6 55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter Keith Murphy

7 45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter Keith Murphy

8 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Don Smith

9 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Grace Getzen

10 40 yrd field 40 yrd. hunter Steve Price 

11 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Bryan & Ashley Tanger

12 35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Carlos Parada

13 45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Andrew Harding

14 50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

15 20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter Clark Pentico 

16 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up hunter Stan Grigeles

17 55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

18 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter Laura Loya

19 25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter  

20 45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter Jim Niehoff

21 30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter Jim Niehoff

22 50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter Robert Luttrell

23 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Craig Nelson 

24 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Mike Krasowski

25 35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Gary Magness

26 45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Paul Lisak

27 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Charles Thurber

28 40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter Richter Family

20-40 yrd practice butts

20 yrd. practice butts by running pig



 

Newsletter Deadlines 
Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by the 3rd Friday of each month. 

Classified adds are free for club members. 

From the Editor 
 

If you are a keen reader of the Quiver you might have noticed that I am turning 
over the “Editorship” to Robert Luttrell.  We have worked on this edition to-
gether and he will be taking over the Quiver next month.  Please, welcome him 
and give him any feedback (good or bad) about the Quiver. 

Robert will continue the transition into a more electronic friendly version, were 
e-mail and downloads will be the preferred delivery method, and the US Postal 
service will be the alternative method for anyone requesting to receive it by 
mail.  This transition should be complete when membership renewals takes 
place later this year. 

The benefits are many (cost, color pictures, environmentally friendly, speed, 
accessibility on line, etc..), but there are some risks (spam filters, incorrect e-
mail addresses, etc…).  If you have any issues with not receiving the electronic 
version, please let Robert know, so we can address the problem. 

To date we already have 14 members who have gone electronic.   This saves 
the club money on printing and postage costs, leaving more money to accom-
plish other needed activities around the range.  We still have 163 copies of the 
Quiver that are going out via “Snail Mail.”  We would like your support to get 
the number of mailed copies down to less than 15, but we need your help to 
make it happen.  If you want to have your Quiver delivered electronically, 
please e-mail Dan Dix, so he can update your info in the club database. 

 

Clark Pentico,  
Quiver Editor 
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California Bowman Hunter Events 

Sept. 25 CVA Club Shoot  

Oct. 2 Riverside Archers Muley Crazy 3D unmarked 42 targets 
Oct. 9 Oranco Bowmen Tomahawk 2 arrow 42 marked targets 
Oct. 15 Mojave Archers Boos-Eye Novelty 
Oct. 16 CVA Fun in the Sun 3D Shoot 

Oct. 23 Pasadena Roving Archers 3rd annual Traditional Tournament 
28 targets 
Oct. 30 CVA Club Shoot  

Oct. 30 Cherry Valley Bowhunters Turkey Shoot 
Oct. 30 San Diego Archers 3rd Annual Iron Man Competition 
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Your CVA Officers 
President Richard Carpenter (805) 433-2952 

Vice President Clark Pentico (805) 630 1749 

Secretary John Downey (805) 527-4894 

Treasurer Dan Dix (805) 376-3568 

Range Captains Stan Grigelis 
Keith Murphy 

(805) 520-7748 
(805) 558-9312 

Editor Robert Luttrell (805) 490-8601 

CVA Answering Service  (805) 530-1339 

Board Members John Brix 
Dave Dragan 
Kurt Hoberg 
Laura Loya 
Chuck Thurber 
Stan Grigelis 

(805) 523-2428 
(805) 218-5912 
(805) 552-9934 
(805) 306-9761 
(805) 497-4587 
(805) 520-7748 

For a complete listing of events or more details about an event see your CBH  
on the web at www.socalarchery.net and www.cbhsaa.net 
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 ����������
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CVA Elections Coming Up 

I wanted to share the process  

Counting of Ballots. Following the nominations at the August meeting, the Elec-
tion of Officers and Directors will proceed as provided under Article X of this 
Constitution. The time for the counting of the ballots shall not be later than the 
date of the Annual Meeting in September. A nominee on the ballot for an office 
shall not assist in counting ballots. (Change #13-95) 
This means ballots will be counted at this months General meeting, please get 
yours ballots in. Thank you  

3D Shoot 

Due to hunting season both September and October shoots are cancelled. 
CVA will resume having a 3D shoot in November on the 26and 27th Don 
would like to start at 7:00 a.m. It is time to sharpen your shooting skills 
and be ready for your moment of truth.  

3D Range Rules 

1. NO Broad Heads are to be shot at 3D range targets.  
2. ONE ARROW ONLY to be shot PER TARGET. 
3. DO NOT take cross canyon shots. Safety first!! 
4. If you don’t have a clear shooting lane, clear the lane before shooting. 
5.  The cost is $1.00 per round for members to help offset the cost of tar-
get repair/replacement.  Please pay at Archery Sports.  Non-members 
pay $5. 
6. If you see a problem with any of the targets call Don @ (805) 577-
0335 
7. If you are interested in helping maintain the 3D range call Don @ 
(805) 577-0335 

Range Beatification days 

Are the first Saturday of even months.  October 1st is the next day.  Please 
come out and help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 
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From the Prez. 
 
 
 

Hello everyone,  
 
I hope you had a great summer. We are fast ap-
proaching the end of the fiscal year for CVA. If you haven’t already done so, 
please vote for board and officials. We will be counting votes at the next club 
meeting on September 25th. If you haven’t sent in the ballots yet please do 
so.  You can come by the range on Saturday or the club meeting on Sunday to 
turn your ballots.  
 
I would like to thank everyone who helped out with replacing the final 5 me-
ter bales and field practice bales. You all did a great job!!!! 
 
It has come to my attention that people have been jumping the fence into the 
nursery to recover lost arrows. Please do not do this. If you lose an arrow in 
the nursery please go to the nursery office and let them know you would like 
to search for your lost arrow. Just as we have our fence up to keep unauthor-
ized people off of our range we need to honor our neighbor’s property and not 
trespass. 
 
 Our Fun in the Sun tournament is coming in October.  We could really use 
your help setting up the animals and putting them away after the tournament 
in addition to help in the snack bar.  At the least, come out and enjoy the day, 
shoot and support our club. 
 
One last topic is the October Fun Shoot. It’s going to be a blast!  We will be 
putting up novelty targets and giving out trophies for those archers that com-
peted in the monthly club shoot. Even if you didn’t participate in the club 
shoots, come out for the BBQ we’ll be having for all club members. We 
would like to see all of you there.  If you are interested in bringing a dish or 
desert please let me know, the more the merrier.  
 
It has been my pleasure to be your club president this last year and hope that I 
was able to make a positive impact on the club during my tenure. 
 
Richard Carpenter 
Conejo Valley Archers 
Club President 
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CVA JOAD 

News 

Hi all, 
 
We didn't have anyone test this month who qualified for their 
next pins. However you have probably noticed all the bales 
have been completely changed out and a new stairway exists! 
I understand a ramp is also being contemplated but as yet the 
final plans have not been solidified. The range looks great! 
Thank you, thank you, and thank you, to all the folks who 
came out to lend a hand! It took a lot of work digging holes 
and concreting them into place but at least next time that won't 
be necessary. Also, it seems, our lease will be renewed and 
this time for a longer time frame. This means we can make 
plans for the new F.I.T.A. range on the other side of our prop-
erty. We will have more news to come on that as we get it. 
 
 On another note, Chef Mike is feeling back to normal 
and has indicated to me that the next BBQ will be coming up 
shortly. Standby for dates!!! I can almost taste the sausage 
now. That's about it for now...see you out there Saturday. 
Coach Mike 
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We had a small turnout this month.  Looking at the scores, it 
appears that Clark must have had his Wheaties that morn-
ing, having shot a 521 scratch (555 handicapped).  He was 
followed closely by none other than Keith Murphy (513, 
551), who probably just ate oatmeal. 
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Club Trophy (Best Five Handicapped Scores) 

Clark is looking good right now to win the Club Trophy, though any-
thing is possible.  It usually comes down to the last shoot before this 
trophy is decided. 

NAME HSCORE SCRATCH DIVISION STYLE 

Clark Pentico 555.00 521.00 A FS 

Keith Murphy 551.00 513.00 A BHFS 

Chuck Thurber 510.00 338.00 GA FS 

John Brix 463.00 208.00 GA TRAD 

Eric Oland 391.00 391.00 A BHFS 

NAME AVG STYLE 

Clark Pentico 560.00 FS 

Keith Murphy 553.80 BHFS 

Brent Richter 540.60 FS 

Barbara Richter 528.00 FSL 

Chuck Thurber 526.40 FS 
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Perpetual Trophy (Best 10 Scratch Scores) 

Clark is still at the top this month for the “coveted’ award.  Looks like it 
will be sitting on his mantle another year  

Golden Ager – Best Three Handicaped Scores 

Steve Price is at the top this month for the award, with a ten point lead 
over Chuck Thurber. 

NAME AVG STYLE 

Steve Price 546.30 BHFS 

Chuck Thurber 536.30 FS 

John Brix 515.70 TRAD 

NAME TOTAL STYLE AVG 

Clark Pentico 5108 FS 510.80 

Keith Murphy 4506 Mixed 450.60 

Brent Richter 2876 FS 410.90 

Barbara Richter 2440 FSL 305.00 

Chuck Thurber 2371 FS 338.70 

Guest Fee 

Please remember that all guests of club members that shoot the range 
must pay a guest fee, this is especially important for the permanent 3D 
range.  We are happy that the 3D range is getting a lot of use, but we 
want to make sure that we can keep it going.  If you would like to do-
nate to keep the permanent 3D range going please see one of the officers 
or board members. 

Fees: ��������������	
�����������������������	
����������� 

Beware of Rattle Snakes 

As the weather stays warm rattle snakes stay active.  Be aware of rattle snakes. 
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Shooting Styles 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 

 

Styles are as follows: 

Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and styles of 
equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable sights, scopes, long stabi-
lizers, etc. 
Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except that mechanical 
releases are not allowed. 
Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. String walking 
(or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 
Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more than 5 pins that 
cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabilizer limited to 12” max. Me-
chanical releases are permitted. 
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Freestyle Unlimited 
above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. Fingers may be protected by 
gloved or finger tabs. 
Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabilizer limited to 
12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walking is not allowed. 
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 
Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. Single anchor 
point only. 
Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, Single anchor 
point only. 
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Adopt a Target Sign Up Sheet 

Target # Distance Adoptor(s)

1 30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter Mike Broder

2 20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter Mike Broder

3 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter Mike Broder

4 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up hunter Norman Rice

5 25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter Charles Thurber

6 55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter Keith Murphy

7 45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter Keith Murphy

8 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Don Smith

9 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Grace Getzen

10 40 yrd field 40 yrd. hunter Steve Price 

11 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Bryan & Ashley Tanger

12 35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Carlos Parada

13 45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Andrew Harding

14 50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

15 20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter Clark Pentico 

16 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up hunter Stan Grigeles

17 55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

18 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter Laura Loya

19 25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter  

20 45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter Jim Niehoff

21 30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter Jim Niehoff

22 50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter Robert Luttrell

23 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Craig Nelson 

24 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Mike Krasowski

25 35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Gary Magness

26 45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Paul Lisak

27 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Charles Thurber

28 40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter Richter Family

20-40 yrd practice butts

20 yrd. practice butts by running pig



 

Newsletter Deadlines 

Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by the 3rd Friday of each month. 
Classified adds are free for club members. 
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From the Editor 

Let me start by introducing myself. My name is Robert Luttrell and I 
have lived in Moorpark, Simi Valley and Thousand Oaks my entire life. Ar-
chery is something that I have always wanted to do but kept putting off. I 
can’t tell you how many times my family up in Washington State has invited 
me to hunt with them and each time I’ve always said “next year”. Earlier this 
������������	�����������������������	���������������������������������	�����
that I don’t know how many “next years” I truly have. I resolved to become 
efficient with my bow so I can make that trip to Washington State and finally 
go hunting with my family. 

I found CVA on the internet and after reading about it, I wanted to 
check it out so one Saturday during JOAD I dropped by. I listened to the in-
structors talk and was happy to see that they were safety conscious while still 
making it fun. I was very impressed with all 3 ranges.  After shooting that 
Saturday (and bruising the heck out of my arm) the coaches were nice enough 
to teach me basic form the following week. ☺ 

Shortly after joining CVA, I was lucky enough to meet some very 
experienced archers, Curtis Hermann, John Brix, Carl Ward and Gary Mag-
ness.  They have taken the time to mentor me and show me the ropes.  I tell 
them they can take the credit as well as the blame for my shooting.    

After attending a few meetings and getting to know more people, I 
was amazed at the amount of talent this club has.  I started thinking that may-
be people would want to share their talents so I asked the board if we could 
have a CVA open house. To date, the name is undecided however the date 
will be Saturday November 19th at 12PM. So far I have recruited a few peo-
ple to do a show and tell. (Bows, arrow fletching, bow string making and 
some leather) also a couple of JOAD instructors will lend their talent. I’m 
looking for some help in organizing this day. If you would like to participate 
or just want to help organize, it would be appreciated. You can reach me a 
wudstoc@aol.com or (805) 490-8601 

Clark has been editor for the last year and a half. I would just like to 
say thanks for all the hard work and dedication he has put in this newsletter.  
I hope I can do as great a job as he did.    
 
Robert Luttrell, Quiver Editor 
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California Bowman Hunter Events 
Oct. 23 Pasadena Roving Archers 3rd Annual Trad. Tour. 28 targets 
Oct. 30 CVA Club Shoot  

Oct. 30 Cherry Valley Bowhunters Turkey Shoot 
Oct. 30 San Diego Archers 3rd Annual Iron Man Competition 
Nov. 13th Riverside Archers Pre-Thanksgiving Shoot unmarked 3D 
Nov. 13th Pasadena Roving Archers 21 or Bust Novelty  
Nov. 6th Verdugo Hills Archers New Daze of Verdugo 
Nov. 19th Bowhunters Unlimited Turkey Shoot unmarked 3D 2 arrows  
Nov. 20th Mojave Archers Fall Back 3D unmarked  
Nov.27th CVA Club Shoot 
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Your CVA Officers 
President Clark Pentico (805) 630-1749 

Vice President Dave Dragan (805) 218-5912 

Secretary John Downey (805) 527-4894 

Treasurer Dan Dix (805) 376-3568 

Range Captains Stan Grigelis 
Keith Murphy 

(805) 520-7748 
(805) 558-9312 

Editor Robert Luttrell (805) 490-8601 

CVA Answering Service  (805) 530-1339 

Board Members John Brix 
Keith Murphy 
Kurt Hoberg 
Laura Loya 
Chuck Thurber 
Chris Champigny 

(805) 523-2428 
(805) 558-9312 
(805) 552-9934 
(805) 306-9761 
(805) 497-4587 
(661) 310-9676 
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Lake Casitas is now allowing bow fishing for carp! (Oct. 1 through May 
15th). A fishing license is required by law! A free Lake Casitas permit 
(This is separate from the fishing license) is available at 
http://www.casitaswater.org (Carol Belser is the Recreation Mgr. at the 
lake) if you need bow fishing equipment Don does stock it at Archery 
Sports. 
    Carp fishing is great fun and is something that lot archers like to do 
So pass the word along. 

3D Shoot 

CVA will resume having a 3D shoot in November on the 26and 27th Don 
would like to start at 7:00 a.m. It is time to sharpen your shooting skills 
and be ready for your moment of truth.  

3D Range Rules 

1. NO Broad Heads are to be shot at 3D range targets.  
2. ONE ARROW ONLY to be shot PER TARGET. 
3. DO NOT take cross canyon shots. Safety first!! 
4. If you don’t have a clear shooting lane, clear the lane before shooting. 
5.  The cost is $1.00 per round for members to help offset the cost of tar-
get repair/replacement.  Please pay at Archery Sports.  Non-members 
pay $5. 
6. If you see a problem with any of the targets call Don @ (805) 577-
0335 
7. If you are interested in helping maintain the 3D range call  
Don @ (805) 577-0335 

Range Beatification days 

Are the first Saturday of even months.  December 3rd is the next day.  Please 
come out and help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 
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From the Prez. 
 
 
 

Hello CVA Members,  
 
As the new CVA President, I would like to 
thank everyone who participated in the 
elections, (voters, candidates, and anyone 
who got involved). This is an exciting time 
for CVA and the Board of Directors look 
forward to doing our part in helping the 
club grow. 
 
A special thanks to Richard Carpenter for being the CVA President this last 
year. Richard put in a lot of time and effort and has been instrumental in put-
ting CVA in a position for continued growth, some of Richards accomplish-
ments are the new long term lease, new storage bins and the JOAD practice 
range looking better than ever. 
 
We have a lot going on the last few days of October, with JOAD having their 
Halloween party and the club fun shoot coming up. I hope people will take the 
time to come out and participate. It is a great way to meet CVA members, 
show off your families, bridge new relationships, and have some fun. 
 
With the new fiscal year we are planning to make several big changes. The 
newsletter will be delivered primarily electronically and will most likely one 
of the first items you might notice. Also we have an open house coming up 
next month. This is the first time we have tried this, so come and check it out. 
We are also working to improve the range and make CVA an archery destina-
tion.  
 
If you have any ideas on what improvements you feel will help the club 
please feel free to let myself or one of the board members know.  
 
Thank you. 
Clark Pentico 
Conejo Valley Archers President 
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CVA JOAD 

News 

Hi all, 
 We had five brave souls show up for testing last month. Mitchel Peace and 
Tyler Leitzel came back for more and earned their Yeoman pins with gobs of points to 
spare. Eric Braumhover, after a long hiatus, returned and got his Yeoman pin too. Eric 
got off to a shaky start but came back strong with enough points to qualify for his next 
pin as well. They must be practicing! We had two new folks join us. Jalen Lawry and 
Robbie Hewitt. They both easily gained their Qualified Archer pins by mucho points-
oh. The best part was we had great weather and everyone, in good spirits, had a fun 
time. We will be postponing October 29th testing to Nov 5th because of our Halloween 
festivities. Please note the change on your calendars.  
 
 As I mentioned above we will be having our annual Halloween party on Octo-
ber 29th. There will be lots of fun targets to shoot at and I hear a fog machine might be 
coming our way as well. So, bring all the goodies you want to share, and most im-
portantly wear a costume! Mom's and dad's as well! 
 
 Spoke with Chef Mike this Saturday and the 5th Annual JOAD BBQ Blast 
will be running concurrently with our Halloween shoot! Mike is back with a venge-
ance! Lot's of goodies are on the menu and he's excited to get this BBQ up and running. 
So come hungry! We've been having lots of "private parties" the last six weeks and on 
behalf of all the coaches we would like to thank everyone who has gone "the extra 
mile" for their help and participation in making these events run smoothly. As most you 
know, we host private parties from 1-3pm after the normal 9-1pm JOAD session. These 
parties are usually twelve or more in a group and the cost is $10.00 per shooter. We 
constantly need help in running these parties so if any of you feel inclined to help out 
please let us know. You do not have to be an instructor to help! There is a sign-up sheet 
on a clip board at the main table in front of the equipment bin with all the parties listed 
so you can pick the one that would work best for your schedule. To schedule a party 
������������������	��
���	
���	�������
	����
�����

�����������������
����������������������� ��!���"#����$%���
���	����	��
�&������#���
����
��'�����(#�
about it for now...see you out there Saturday. 
Coach Mike 
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Ten folks came out and braved the weather to shoot last month (the weather 
actually was pretty nice).  Everyone had a good time, and shot well.  When it 
was all over, Keith Murphy snuck to the top with a 534 scratch score (566 with 
his handicap).  Clark merely shot a 513 (559 with handicap).  We should all 
shoot so well … sigh 
 
As you know Keith and Clark have been battling it out for the Club Trophy.  
As of last month Clark was in the lead.  Was Keith’s outstanding 566 (seven 
point more than Clark this month) enough to put him in the lead for the Club 
Trophy?  The only one who knows for sure is yours truly and I’m not talking.  
If you want to know yourself, you’ll need to come out to the October Fun 
Shoot & Banquet where all the club awards for the year will be given out. 
 
The October Club Shoot is of course our ‘Fun’ shoot.  We do it for fun, no 
scores are kept or used for determining handicaps 
 
Remember, the last shoot of the club year is here and gone.  We will be starting 
all over again with new scores and no handicap come the November Club 
Shoot.  . 
 
See you at the Fun Shoot, Banquet, and awards ceremony. 
…  jbd 

�����������	
��������

NAME HSCORE SSCORE DIVISION STYLE 

Keith Murphy 566 534 A BHFS 

Andrew Harding 559 456 A BHFS 

Clark Pentico 547 513 A FS 

Chuck Thurber 541 379 GA FS 

Curtis Hermann 528 320 GA TRAD 

Bob Bombardier 485 158 A LB 

Bobby Blackburn 482 94 Y LB 

Rob Ramos 478 152 A TRAD 

Bobby Blackburn 474 94 Y LB 

Eric Oland 408 408 A BHFS 



 

Shooting Styles 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 

 

Styles are as follows: 

Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and 
styles of equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable 
sights, scopes, long stabilizers, etc. 
Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except 
that mechanical releases are not allowed. 
Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. 
String walking (or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 
Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more 
than 5 pins that cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabi-
lizer limited to 12” max. Mechanical releases are permitted. 
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Free-
style Unlimited above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. 
Fingers may be protected by gloved or finger tabs. 
Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabi-
lizer limited to 12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walk-
ing is not allowed. 
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 
Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. 
Single anchor point only. 
Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. 
Single anchor point only. 
Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, 
Single anchor point only. 
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Guest Fee 

Please remember that all guests of club members that shoot the range 
must pay a guest fee, this is especially important for the permanent 3D 
range.  We are happy that the 3D range is getting a lot of use, but we 
want to make sure that we can keep it going.  If you would like to do-
nate to keep the permanent 3D range going please see one of the officers 
or board members. 

Fees: ) ��������������*�#�����$��#��)�����������*�#�����$��# 

Beware of Rattle Snakes 

As the weather stays warm rattle snakes stay active.  Be aware of rattle snakes. 

Adopt a Target 

We are still looking for a few folks to adopt the last few targets.  When 
you adopt a target you are taking ownership of the upkeep around the 
target, which primarily means pulling weeds and cutting any over-
growth that would block a shooter.  If you are interested in adopting a 
target please look on page 8 for those lonely targets  and contact Keith 
Murphy about adopting a target. 

Range Beatification days 

Are the first Saturday of even months.  December 3rd is the next day.  Please 
come out and help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 

Rain on the Range 

As the rainy season approaches  there will be times that the dirt road to 
the back of the range will be closed.  This is to keep the roads from   
being damaged.  Please, do not try to drive the roads when they are 
muddy, as grading the roads is club expense that we would prefer to 
minimize. 

6 
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Presents an 

For the general public  

interested in archery 

Current and past members 

are encouraged to attend 

Saturday November 19, 2011 

12:00 pm – 4:00 pm 

Activities to include: 
USA Archery Certified & Junior Olympic Archery 

Development (JOAD) coaches will be available  
Arrow Cresting Workshop 
Leather Workshop 
String making session 
Discussion on long and recurve bows 

Bring a picnic for the family! 
 

BBQ area and picnic tables available 
Water and soda will be available for pur-
chase  
 
Tapo Canyon Park @  4351 Tapo Cyn,  
Simi Valley, CA 

For more information contact  
Robert Luttrell at 805-490-8601 
 or email wudstoc@aol.com 
 

Check us out online at 
www.cvarchers.com 
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Adult Male FITA   

Ken Downey 487 

Joe Garces 258 

Karl Laundy 141 

    

Adult Male LB   

Gary Magness 319 

Bob Bombardier 267 

Israel Avina 255 

    

Adult Male BHFS   

Keith Murphy 624 

David Roach 619 

Mark Wene 597 

    

Adult Male RC   

Robert Ramos 210 

Craig Nelson 208 

Brian Tanger  165 

    

Senior Male FS   

Don Snipes 622 

Rick McKechnie 576 

Mike Keena 568 

    

Senior Male RC   

John Brix 293 

Carl Ward 225 

    

Senior Male LB   

Richard Barron 129 

�����������	����������
Adult Female FS    

Kim Gentner 580 

Olga Geeb 499 

    

Adult Female FSL   

Barbara Richter 238 

Taira Garces 58 

    

Adult Female BHFSL   

April Liampetchakul 350 

    

Adult Female LB   

Rose Hoberg 86 

    

Adult Female BH   

Kianna Mainwal 69 

    

Young Adult Male RC   

Devon Rice 128 

    

Youth Male BH   

Peter Garces 180 

    

Youth Male BHFSL   

Trevor Feemster 379 

    

Youth Male FITA    

Meade Ridgley 238 

Connor Richter 150 

    

Youth Male RC   

Jax Vasquez 78 

Andrew Ramos 25 

Youth Female   

April Hoberg 164 

    

Youth Female RC   

Abby Laundy 198 

Amanda Ramos 175 

    

Cub Male BH   

Garre8 Garces 186 

Tyler Garces 43 

    

Cub Male FITA   

Wesley Richter 283 

    

Cub Male RC   

Mason Vasquez 140 

Cory Nelson 132 

    

Cub Female BHFS   

Vanessa Hufford 394 

    

Cub Female RC   

Mimiteh Ridgley 207 

12 
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Adopt a Target Sign Up Sheet 

Target # Distance Adoptor(s)

1 30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter Mike Broder

2 20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter Mike Broder

3 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter Mike Broder

4 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up hunter Norman Rice

5 25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter Charles Thurber

6 55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter Keith Murphy

7 45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter Keith Murphy

8 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Don Smith

9 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Grace Getzen

10 40 yrd field 40 yrd. hunter Steve Price 

11 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Bryan & Ashley Tanger

12 35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Carlos Parada

13 45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Andrew Harding

14 50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

15 20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter Clark Pentico 

16 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up hunter Stan Grigeles

17 55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

18 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter Laura Loya

19 25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter  

20 45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter Jim Niehoff

21 30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter Jim Niehoff

22 50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter Robert Luttrell

23 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Craig Nelson 

24 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Mike Krasowski

25 35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Gary Magness

26 45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Paul Lisak

27 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Charles Thurber

28 40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter Richter Family

20-40 yrd practice butts

20 yrd. practice butts by running pig
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Helping Your Dealer Help You 
 Every now and again I get a phone calls, or walk-ins that need help 
with their bows, new arrows etc. Some of the basic questions I need answers:  
 

Bow 
 What kind of bow do you have? 
 +����#����	�$	����
�,����#��
�*��#�	
-�	
�$��
	
���#��,���$���.
ble combos.  
 Is the bow a solo cam, Hybrid, Binary, Wheel, or Dual Cam? 
 If I have it in front of me it’s pretty easy. I’ve been around for a long, 
long time. Over the phone is where it gets tricky. If you can save the string 
and cable measurements that would help the dealer greatly. If not in stock, 
you can order over the phone or by email and make just one appointment to 
have the bow repaired.  
 It helps if you find the serial number, anything major (limbs, cams, 
risers) to get the right parts. 
 

Arrows 
 Arrow length is measured from the throat of the nock (Where it 
touches the sting) to the back of the head. 
 Size-Depending on if you use aluminum, or carbon. Aluminum has a 
numbering sequence. (2013) the first 2 numbers are diameter in the 64ths of 
an inch. The second are the wall thickness. The new shafts (carbon) are 
SPINE rated. There are different spines for different manufactures (smart 
huh) just to make it easier. 150 to 600 for MOST applications.  
 We need to know the numbers (2013) and or the spine (340) to get 
you the right arrow. 
 I could go on. Bow and arrows are not as simple as it once was, but a 
ton of fun when everything works right. 
Enjoy your days afield. You only get so many 
Don 

Don can be reached at Archery Sports (805) 577-0335 

Don’s Archery Corner  



 

From the Editor 

Hello all, 
 
I wanted to expand our monthly newsletter and thought it 
would be a good idea to have the members contribute stories, 
recipes or anything else you would like to share with the club.  
 
Also, I noticed in past editions of the Quiver there used to be 
classified ads and wanted to bring that back.  If you have 
#��
���,����/$��"
����#
��'���������&���������
�0�%
	���/#�
free! 
 
If you are interested in contributing a story or putting in an ad, 

please contact me at editor@cvarchers.com. Include your con-

tact information so I can get a hold of you in case I have any 

questions.  

Robert Luttrell, CVA Editor 

Newsletter Deadlines 

Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by 
the 3rd Friday of each month. Classified adds are free 

Send to:  Robert Luttrell 
15165 Marquette St #B 
Moorpark Ca 93021 
(805) 490-8601 
E-mail me at editor@cvarchers.com 
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From the Prez. 
 
 
 

Hello CVA Members,  
 
 If you did not make it to the JOAD 

Halloween party you missed out on lots of fun, 

food and archery. I think a good time was had 

by all. A special thanks to Mike Keena for or-

ganizing the food. I know it takes a lot of work 

and effort to pull something of that magnitude 

off. And thanks for the coaches for making it a success, not just for Halloween, but for 

the entire JOAD program. 

 Just a gentle reminder, those if you have adopted a target, please, clean up 
your lanes. Most of the lanes look good right now, but if you have not been out to your 
lane in a while you might want to, check on it and take whatever action you feel would 
be appropriate. Remember we have a shoot coming up in December and we want the 
range to be in top shape.  

 As we head into the last couple months there is a lot going on. We have a work 

party to help clean up the range and set up targets to get ready for Toys for Tots shoot. 

If you can come out and help it is always most appreciated. If we get enough people to 

help the set up is pretty quick. Remember this shot is to collect toys for the kids so that 

they might have a better holiday. If you cannot make it and would still like to put a 

smile on a child’s face, feel free to make a donation in the name of Toys for Tots.  

 We are trying something new this year with the first CVA open house, where 
there will be archery demonstration where I am sure everyone who comes will learn a 
little more about archery while having a good time  

 Also, it might seem early to start talking about it but January has the California 

State Indoor in case anyone wants to travel to it see one of the JOAD coaches and start 

practicing. I am hoping that we have a large team of archers traveling to it so CVA has 

a strong showing. 

Have fun shooting  

Clark Pentico 

CVA President 
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CVA JOAD 

News 

Hi all, 
 The count was 200+ at our 5th Annual JOAD BBQ Blast on Saturday, 

October 29th!  Judging from all the oooooh's and aaaah's, I would have to say it 

was a raving success!  As usual, we ate chef Mike out of house and home.  This 

event was also paired with our annual Halloween fest which packed the house.  

There was enough food on Saturday to keep everyone satisfied till the end of 

this year...and boy was it good!  Also, a record number of people showed up 

with costumes!  That really put the icing on the cake.  Lots of pictures were 

taken and hopefully will accompany this newsletter.  I spoke with chef Mike 

the following weekend and he was as "happy as a clam" with the turn-out how-

ever, he is beginning to worry about out-doing this last fiasco!  Don't worry 

chef Mike, we have total confidence in you!  Next scheduled event will proba-

bly be in the spring of 2012...will keep everyone posted.  Thanks again to eve-

ryone who participated and brought goodies...without your help theses events 

wouldn't be nearly as successful!  Thanks, too, to Mike and crew for volunteer-

ing to put on these BBQ's!  We really appreciate it! 

 Because of our festivities at the end of October, we had postponed test-
ing for JOAD to the following weekend.  We had two shooters who were able 
to accomplish their goal of moving up the "pin ladder".  Both Eric Baumhover 
and Owen Roberts were able to accumulate enough points to get their Junior 
Bowman pins.  Testing for November will be back on track the last Saturday of 
the month.  December's testing will be the last day of 2011...the 31st of Decem-
ber.  So, be sure to mark your calendars!  That's about it for now...see you all 
out there Saturday. 
Coach Mike     
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California Bowman Hunter Events 
Nov. 19th Bowhunters Unlimited Turkey Shoot unmarked 3D 2 arrows  
Nov. 20th Mojave Archers Fall Back 3D unmarked  
Nov.27th CVA Club Shoot 

Dec. 3rd Riverside Archers Shoot-4-Life fundraiser & Chili Cook off 
Dec. 3rd Orestimba Archers Dec.Fog Shoot 28 Targets 2 Arrows unmarked 
Dec. 4th Conejo Valley Archers Toys for Tots 30 Novelty & 3D Targets 

2 arrows,marked. 

Dec. 11th Oranco Bowmen Charity 3D Toys for Kids unmarked 3D 
Dec. 11th Pasadena Roving Archers “Spark of Love” toy drive 
Dec.17th Mojave Archers Christmas Charity Novelty   
Dec. 18th CVA Club Shoot 
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California State Indoor is scheduled for Janurary 6, 7 & 8th so please 
post this and start letting all our students know!! 

From the Editor 

I would personally like to thank all of the people that volun-

teered time to help before, during, and after the Open House. 

I know that our personal schedules sometime prevent us 

from being able to help. But these people MADE TIME and 

on behalf of CVA, THANK YOU!!! 

Yes I know its not until Saturday but I wanted to say thanks 

in advance  

Robert  



 

Congratulations to this year’s club winners 
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CLUB CHAMPION (BELT BUCKLE) 

 
 

 

TOP FIVE TROPHY 

 

 
 

 

PERPETUAL TROPHY 

 

 
 

 

GOLDEN AGER TROPHY 

  

 
 

MOST IMPROVED CUB 

Wesley Richter 

NAME HSCORE AVG STYLE 

Clark Pentico 560.0 FS 

NAME HSCORE AVG STYLE 

Clark Pentico 560.0 FS 

Keith Murphy 558.2 Mixed 

Brent Richter 540.6 FS 

Chuck Thurber 532.6 FS 

Barbara Richter 528.0 FSL 

NAME TOTAL STYLE AVG 

Clark Pentico 5127 FS 512.7 

NAME HSCORE AVG STYLE 

Steve Price 546.3 BHFS 



 

Shooting Styles 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 

 

Styles are as follows: 

Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and 
styles of equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable 
sights, scopes, long stabilizers, etc. 
Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except 
that mechanical releases are not allowed. 
Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. 
String walking (or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 
Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more 
than 5 pins that cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabi-
lizer limited to 12” max. Mechanical releases are permitted. 
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Free-
style Unlimited above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. 
Fingers may be protected by gloved or finger tabs. 
Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabi-
lizer limited to 12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walk-
ing is not allowed. 
Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 
Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. 
Single anchor point only. 
Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. 
Single anchor point only. 
Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, 
Single anchor point only. 

9 
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Guest Fee 

Please remember that all guests of club members that shoot the range 
must pay a guest fee, this is especially important for the permanent 3D 
range.  We are happy that the 3D range is getting a lot of use, but we 
want to make sure that we can keep it going.  If you would like to do-
nate to keep the permanent 3D range going please see one of the officers 
or board members. 

Fees: ��������������	
�����������������������	
����������� 

Maintenance 

This is a gentle reminder to those that have adopted a lane or lanes.. As it has 

been raining the weeds have been growing. Please help to ensure lanes are 

wide enough for four shooters. Also, lane number 19 is orphaned and needs to 

be adopted. If you are interested please contact any board member. As always, 

thank you for your commitment to making our range a safe and fun place for 

everyone. 

Range Beatification days 

Are the first Saturday of even months.  December 3rd is the next day.  Please 
come out and help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 

Rain on the Range 

As the rainy season approaches  there will be times that the dirt road to 
the back of the range will be closed.  This is to keep the roads from   
being damaged.  Please, do not try to drive the roads when they are 
muddy, as grading the roads is club expense that we would prefer to 
minimize. 

Decembers Club Shoot 

Next month’s club shoot will be moved up a week to the 18th.  
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REGISTRATION 

7:30 – 9:00 AM 

 

COST 

One unwrapped toy 

valued at ~$15.00 

(two per family) 

ADULTS 

YOUNG ADULTS 15-

17 

YOUTH 12-14 

CUB 11 and younger 

Compound 

Recurve 

Longbow 

�,�!��-������#�%!��.	���

/������������(������	��	���		���
�

DIRECTIONS:  

118 Fwy to Simi 

Valley, exit at Tapo 

Canyon Rd.  Go 

North on Tapo 

Canyon , 3 miles, 

turn left  into Tapo 

Canyon Park.  The 

range is inside the 

park. 
For Club/Shoot/Schedule Information call the club phone 

 805-530-1339 

Or visit our website www.cvarchers.com  



 

Don’s Archery Corner  

12 

Bullseye Points 
 
 

 For those of you that are shooting screw in 
points and are experiencing some problems with “soft 
spots” from soft bales. Resulting in problems with the 
rubber backing or steel support poles. You might want 
to try Trophy Points 
 
 Bohning made these points until 2 years ago. 
Now (finally) LD machining in Utah is making its 
own version. 
These points have a larger head to minimize the pene-
tration through the rubber backing behind the bales 
and aids greatly in arrow removal from 3-D targets. 
 They are matched weighted and cost no more 
than regular field points. 
Give them a try 
Don  
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Adopt a Target Sign Up Sheet 

Target # Distance Adoptor(s)

1 30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter Mike Broder

2 20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter Mike Broder

3 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter Mike Broder

4 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up hunter Norman Rice

5 25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter Charles Thurber

6 55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter Keith Murphy

7 45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter Keith Murphy

8 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Don Smith

9 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Grace Getzen

10 40 yrd field 40 yrd. hunter Steve Price 

11 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Bryan & Ashley Tanger

12 35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Carlos Parada

13 45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Andrew Harding

14 50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

15 20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter Clark Pentico 

16 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up hunter Stan Grigeles

17 55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger

18 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter Laura Loya

19 25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter  

20 45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter Jim Niehoff

21 30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter Jim Niehoff

22 50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter Robert Luttrell

23 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Craig Nelson 

24 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Mike Krasowski

25 35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Gary Magness

26 45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Paul Lisak

27 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Charles Thurber

28 40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter Richter Family

20-40 yrd practice butts

20 yrd. practice butts by running pig
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 Classifieds  

We are looking for a person or persons to 
champion the 3D range in the back canyon. 
If you have been shooting it or know of any-
one that would like to step up to take care of 
it please contact Clark Pentico at  
president@cvarchers.com. If we can’t get 
some help to maintain it, it will  
disappear !!!! 

HELP WANTED 



 

Your CVA Officers 

President Clark Pentico (805) 630-1749 

Vice President Dave Dragan (805) 218-5912 

Secretary John Downey (805) 527-4894 

Treasurer Dan Dix (805) 376-3568 

Range Captains Stan Grigelis 
Keith Murphy 

(805) 520-7748 
(805) 558-9312 

Editor Robert Luttrell (805) 490-8601 

CVA Answering Service  (805) 530-1339 

Board Members John Brix 
Keith Murphy 
Kurt Hoberg 
Laura Loya 
Chuck Thurber 
Chris Champigny 

(805) 523-2428 
(805) 558-9312 
(805) 552-9934 
(805) 306-9761 
(805) 497-4587 
(661) 310-9676 

 

Newsletter Deadlines 

Send to:  Robert Luttrell 
15165 Marquette St #B 
Moorpark Ca 93021 
(805) 490-8601 
E-mail me at editor@cvarchers.com 
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Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by 
the 3rd Friday of each month. Classified adds are free 
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From the Prez. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

To all CVA members, 

The holidays are upon us. I hope every-
one had a great Thanksgiving, as we move toward the end of year celebra-
tions and the welcoming of the New Year.  

I want to thank Rose and Laura for putting together a successful “Toys for 
Tots” shoot. There were quite a few shooters that were not club members, 
which was great to see. Most of them found out about the shoot from the CBH 
newsletter. Everyone that I talked to had a great time. I’m sure the children 
who receive the gifts will also appreciate all those who came out. 

We have started the New Year for the club shoots. We had a lot of new arch-
ers out this last month. Hopefully, we will have more coming out this month. 
There is still plenty of time to establish a handicap score and win the belt 
buckle. It is a lot of fun and gives everyone a chance to meet each other be-
fore the club meeting.  

Also, I want to remind everyone that if you are looking for an end of the year 
donation, CVA is a 501(c)(3) organization. If you donate now you can get a 
tax deduction on your taxes. 

I want to remind everyone that this month we are having the shoot and meet-
ing a week earlier (Dec. 18th) this month due to Christmas falling on our regu-
lar meeting day.  

Now, get out and shoot. 

Clark Pentico 

CVA President 
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CVA JOAD 

News 

Hi all, 

Thanksgiving has passed and most of us are now getting ready for the Christmas 

season. That, however, has not stopped some of our motivated archers from blazing 

a path toward archery perfection! This month three of our eager beavers came out 

and took care of "biz". Mitchel Peace blew by the qualified prerequisites with ease 

and got his Junior Bowman pin as did younger brother Daniel. Daniel however is a 

step behind big brother and acquired his Yeoman pin. Both youngsters have a talent 

and are doing very well.  

The coaches will be keeping a close watch on these two. Our third talent, Owen 

Roberts, easily secured his Bowmen pin with lots of points to spare. Owen is one of 

our compound shooters and is doing quite well...he will be a contender! There were a 

few others that showed up to shoot but decided because of the heavy winds to wait 

till the next time for better conditions. The last day in December (31st) will be the 

last test date for 2011 so mark your calendars. 

On another note, Chef Mike's wheels are already turning! We've been talking about 

the 6th Annual JOAD BBQ Blast slated sometime in the spring of 2012. I'm not 

going to reveal any secrets, but I can tell you--you won't want to miss it! We'll keep 

everyone posted and for those who want to participate please do not hesitate to 

contact Chef Mike or myself and we'll get the planning process started. 

We have had a very successful 2011. Many of our young archers have attended vari-

ous archery tournaments around the country and have done quite well. Most have 

come out to CVA on Saturday just to have a good time and hone their skills. All the 

coaches at CVA are very proud of all the youngsters that participate in our pro-

gram. We are especially grateful to all the parents as well as they are the "grand 

supporters" and foundation of the program. So on behalf of all the coaches at 

CVA...THANK YOU! We love being able to work with you and your kids! Well, that's 

about it for now...see you out there Saturday. 

Have a great holiday season and God bless... 

Coach Mike 
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We had a really nice turnout this past month (was the first shoot of the 

new club year). 

Coming out at the top was none other than Clark Pentico and Keith Mur-

phy with identical 506’s.  Looks like the race to the buckle may be a 

close one again this year. 

 

With 18 shooters making the rounds and turning in score cards, it was 

also the best attendance that we have had in a while.   

 

If you haven’t been out in a while to shoot, now is the time to do so.  If 

you are a novice, or a bit nervous about shooting on the range talk with 

one of the club officers or members listed below.  We really are a friend-

ly bunch and are more than willing to help. 

 December Club Shoot  

 
Name Division Sex Style Scratch Score 

Clark Pen
co Adult Male FS 506 

Keith Murphy Adult Male BHFS 506 

George Blevins Adult Male BHFS 489 

Steve Price GA Male FS 463 

Norm Rice GA Male FS 456 

William Benne* Adult Male BHFS 438 

Jim Niehoff Adult Male FS 382 

Bill Adrian Adult Male ??? 350 

Chuck Thurber GA Male FS 345 

Garry Magness Adult Male 

Long 

Bow 304 

Cur
s Hermann GA Male TRAD 299 

Doris Pen
co Youth Female FS 261 

Kevin Derry Adult Male BHFS 241 

John Brix GA Male TRAD 223 

Robert Lutrell Adult Male TRAD 189 

Pete Sperling Adult Male FS 93 

Carl Ward Adult Male TRAD 88 



 

Shooting Styles 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget to put your style of shooting on your scorecard. 

 

Styles are as follows: 

Freestyle Unlimited   (FS) -  Allows for the use of virtually all types and 

styles of equipment and aids, including mechanical releases, movable 

sights, scopes, long stabilizers, etc. 

Freestyle Limited   (FSL) – Same as Freestyle unlimited above, except 

that mechanical releases are not allowed. 

Barebow   (BB) –  No sighting devices or mechanical releases allowed. 

String walking (or multiple anchor points) is allowed. 

Bowhunter Freestyle   (BF) – Must use fixed pin sights with no more 

than 5 pins that cannot be adjusted during a tournament. Length of stabi-

lizer limited to 12” max. Mechanical releases are permitted. 

Bowhunter Freestyle Limited   (BHFSL) – Same as Bowhunter Free-

style Unlimited above, except that mechanical releases are not permitted. 

Fingers may be protected by gloved or finger tabs. 

Bowhunter   (BH) – No sights or mechanical releases. Length of stabi-

lizer limited to 12” long. Must use a single anchor point and string walk-

ing is not allowed. 

Traditional Styles: (please start one on your score card) 

Longbow   (LB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. 

Single anchor point only. 

Recurve   (RB) – No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed. 

Single anchor point only. 

Selfbow  (SB) - No sights, stabilizers, or mechanical releases allowed, 

Single anchor point only. 

5 
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                                          3D Range News 

There have been several broadheads found inside the targets when 
they were being repaired. 
Also, the following arrow was found on the 3D range behind the bear. 
Shaft - 30" Carbon Force 300 STL Hunter 
Broadhead- 100g Thunderhead  
Fletch- Blazers 2", green (hen) and off white (cock)  
Nock- green Carbon Force. 
If you know who has been vandalizing the 3D range please report 
them. 
If you want to shoot broadheads, bring your own target and shoot near 
the swinging tire, but do not shoot at the clubs 3D targets. If the targets 
get shot out from broadheads the range be too costly to maintain and 
will be closed. Protect it if you want to keep a 3D range. 

                                               JOAD schedule  
Closed Dec. 24th for the Holidays 
Open Dec. 31st normal hours 
Closed Jan. 7th for CA State Indoors 

FYI 
Range Beatification days 

Are the first Saturday of even months.  February  4th is the next day.  Please 

come out and help keep the range beautiful.  Mark your calendars 

Rain on the Range 

As the rainy season approaches  there will be times that the dirt road to 

the back of the range will be closed.  This is to keep the roads from   

being damaged.  Please, do not try to drive the roads when they are 

muddy, as grading the roads is club expense that we would prefer to 

minimize.  
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THE 2011 GENE FOSTER TRADITIONAL RENDOVOUSE 
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 John Brix, Carlos Parada and Curtis Hermann represented the 

Conejo Valley Archers at this years Gene Foster shoot for a great time 

shooting and socializing with old friends that had gathered at the shoot. 

           

  As always one takes a chance with the weather at the Gene Foster 

shoot - as it is the second weekend of November each year and that is the 

beginning of the rainy season. We arrived on Thursday afternoon and set up 

John¹s trailer in beautiful weather and that carried through most of Friday 

before the rain came in. Late on Friday we had a surprise visit from Kevin 

Hall a good friend and hunting buddy of mine from South Lake Tahoe and he 

was able to set up camp next to us. Although we had good rain on Friday 

night we woke on Saturday to cool but pleasant weather and as the camping 

area soil is quite sandy - mud did not become as big a problem as it could 

have been. Friday is gathering day at the shoot where one practices and 

renews old acquaintances, Saturday is novelty day with various speed rounds, 

pop-ups and a, ³Last Man Standing,² competition. They also have a money 

clout which Carlos held the lead in for a long time when a Mike Smith 

(another good friend) came 1/8² closer to the spot and took the money. 

Carlos did win it last year however - so we don¹t feel to bad for him. 

             

The Gene Foster Shoot is held on the Fresno Field Archers range 

in Dunlap a small mountain town in the western Sierra¹s about forty miles 

east of Fresno. It is a beautiful range of rolling hills and ridges that are 

covered in oak woodlands; it also has a large clubhouse and is one of the 

oldest surviving clubs in the state. I had hoped to garner a bit of accurate 

history on both Gene Foster and of the FFA Club before putting this little 

report together. I have some knowledge of both as I have been attending this 

shoot and the Fresno Safari on and off for thirty years but I wanted to be 

sure I was accurate on the history. Since no one responded to my email 

request for history, that part will have to wait until I twist some arms 

next year. 

             

The Gene Foster is just one of those shoots that once you attend 

it - it just becomes automatic - that you will return to this annual event 

as many time as you can. So if you shoot a traditional stick and string, 

mark your calendar for that second weekend in November - it is an event you 

won¹t want to miss! 

            Our Sunday tournament group consisted of John Brix, Carlos 

Parada, Curtis Hermann and from Bend, Oregon Dave and Nancy Doran and Fred 

Cliff all of ³Archery Past² a long time roving traditional archery shop, as 

well as my friend Kevin Hall, Longbow bowyer from South Lake Tahoe. Tying 

for second place in the Senior Male Recurve (with the 3rd highest score of 

the shoot) was your humble correspondent. 
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California Bowman Hunter Events 

Dec. 11th Oranco Bowmen Charity 3D Toys for Kids unmarked 3D 

Dec. 11th Pasadena Roving Archers “Spark of Love” toy drive 

Dec.17th Mojave Archers Christmas Charity Novelty   

Dec. 18th CVA Club Shoot 

Jan. 8th Onanco bowmen Stump & Varmint 2 arrow marked yardage 

paper 

Jan. 15th Riverside Archers Javalina Hunt 3D Marked 42 targets  

Jan 22nd Mojave Archers Clara 3D Challenge Unmarked 42 Targets 

Jan 22nd CVA Club Shoot  
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Your CVA Officers 

President Clark Pentico (805) 630-1749 

Vice President Dave Dragan (805) 218-5912 

Secretary John Downey (805) 527-4894 

Treasurer Dan Dix (805) 376-3568 

Range Captains Stan Grigelis 

Keith Murphy 

(805) 520-7748 

(805) 558-9312 

Editor Robert Luttrell (805) 490-8601 

CVA Answering Service  (805) 530-1339 

Board Members John Brix 

Keith Murphy 

Kurt Hoberg 

Laura Loya 

Chuck Thurber 

Chris Champigny 

(805) 523-2428 

(805) 558-9312 

(805) 552-9934 

(805) 306-9761 

(805) 497-4587 

(661) 310-9676 

Calendar of  EventsCalendar of  EventsCalendar of  EventsCalendar of  Events    



 

Adopt a Target Sign Up Sheet 

  

 

Target # Distance Adoptor(s) 

1 30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter William Bennett 

2 20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter Kevin Derry 

3 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter Kevin Derry 

4 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up hunter Norman Rice 

5 25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter Charles Thurber 

6 55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter Keith Murphy 

7 45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter Keith Murphy 

8 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Don Smith 

9 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Grace Getzen 

10 40 yrd field 40 yrd. hunter Steve Price  

11 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Bryan & Ashley Tanger 

12 35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Carlos Parada 

13 45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Andrew Harding 

14 50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger 

15 20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter Clark Pentico  

16 80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up hunter Stan Grigeles 

17 55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter Bryan & Ashley Tanger 

18 35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter Laura Loya 

19 25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter  Carl Ward 

20 45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter Jim Niehoff 

21 30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter Jim Niehoff 

22 50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter Robert Luttrell 

23 65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter Craig Nelson  

24 60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up Mike Krasowski 

25 35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter Gary Magness 

26 45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter Paul Lisak 

27 15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter Charles Thurber 

28 40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter Richter Family 

  20-40 yrd practice butts   

  20 yrd. practice butts by running pig   
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Our 7th annual Toys for Tots tournament was held on Dec. 4.  We had 52 shooters join 

us on a sunny but chill day to help brighten the holiday for many children.  We were 

able to donate 76 gifts to Toys for Tots!     

I'd like to say a big thank you to all the Elves that helped with the tournament.  It took 

lots of Elves to put up and take down the 3D animals and novelty targets, decorate, run 

registration and help in the kitchen, So . . .THANK YOU!!!  I hope you will join us 

next year on the first Sunday in December. 

Rose Hoberg - T4T Head Elf 

Toy’s for TOTS 

Adult Female Release  

Amanda Antillon 427 

Christina Verduzco 412 

April Liampetchakul 363 

   

Adult Female Fingers  

Barbara Richter 241 

   

Adult Female Recurve  

Cybal 

Hall  121 

Lisa Champigny 104 

   

Young Adult Male Recurve 

Tyler  301 

   

Youth Male Recurve  

Connor Richter 217 

   

Youth Male Longbow  

Fletcher Matthews 253 

Cub Male Recurve  

Wesley Richter 250 

   

Cub Female Non-Sight 

Jessica Pinon 65 

Senior Male Release 

Jim 

Riner  527 

Ray  513 

Bill Simpson 511 

   

Senior Male Fingers 

Andy Sanchez 398 

Ernie Brionez 380 

   

Senior Male Non-Sight 

Henry Marenco 342 

Jerry  291 

   

Senior Male Longbow 

Richard Barron 179 

Senior Male Recurve 

Curtis Hermann 301 

John  244 

Carl  146 

   

Adult Male Release 

Justin Antillon 563 

Mark 

Wene  559 

Keith Murphy 548 

   

Adult Male Longbow 

Ziyi Sun  349 

Kim Matthews 302 

Israel 

Avina  253 

   

Adult Male Recurve 

Kyle Hoberg 274 

Chris Champigny 246 

Chris  208 

Tournament Results 
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Toys for Tots 
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From the Editor 

Am I the only one who notices all the litter on our range?  I’m amazed that a 

group of adults can’t put their trash in the trash cans.  While walking the range 

I saw a lot of water bottles, coffee cups and arrows. Someone was even clever 

enough to shove a water bottle on a Bow Tree.  Really?! 

 

We’ve always been taught to clean up after ourselves.  If you carry it in, please 

carry it out, if you break or damage an arrow, pick it up. No matter what you 

may have heard carbons are not biodegradable … 

  

The rainy season is here I was asked to remind people not to wipe the mud 

from their shoes on the yardage markers.  Once the mud dries, It removes the 

paint.  This is an unnecessary repair that can be avoided. 

 

We all have a responsibility to keep the range clean.  If we all do our part and 

don’t discard of our trash on the range it will look better and make the range 

clean up days less daunting. 

 
Again I would like to thank everyone that helped make CVA’s 1st Open House a suc-

cess, many of whom dedicated their whole day.  Everyone who manned a station did so 

with enthusiasm and pride.  There were even guys who let the guests go back to the 

JOAD range to shoot. 

 

I’ve heard good things from the people who attended and am hoping to have six new 

members join the club. 

 

I’ve received a lot of good suggestions for the next one, which I’m planning for sum-

mer 2012.  If you have any ideas or suggestions, please let me know. 

 

Newsletter Deadlines 
Copy for articles, notes, and classified adds are due by the 3rd Friday of 

each month. Classified adds are free for club members. 

Send to:  Robert Luttrell 

15165 Marquette St #B 

Moorpark Ca 93021 

(805) 490-8601 

E-mail me at editor@cvarchers.com 
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CVA Open House 



 

  

 

Rest Cord Tension and Timing issues 
 

 

There is some question as to how the activation cord may change cam 

timing.  In all instances this can be adjusted. BUT the amount of ten-

sion on the cord should be JUST enough to activate the rest.  If it is 

tight enough to stress the cable. It is too tight.  

 

I doubt you will notice if it is too tight. Unless of course you are in the 

running for the Buckle. 

This is one little step to maybe helping you to towards that goal. 

 

D 

If you have any questions you can call Don  or visit him at  

Archery Sports 
(805) 577-0335 

2976 E Los Angeles Ave 
Simi Valley Ca  

93065 
  

Don’s Archery Corner  
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Please read  

We are looking for a person or persons to cham-

pion the 3D range in the back canyon. If you 

have been shooting it or know of anyone that 

would like to step up to take care of it please 

contact Clark Pentico at  

president@cvarchers.com. If we can’t get some 

help to maintain it, it will  

disappear !!!! 

HELP WANTED 

Classifieds  
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